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1. Introduction 

Market coupling results are related to prices and net positions. From the results TSOs need 
to derive cross-border daily flows (referred to as “flows” in the report) to be nominated 
and scheduled on each interconnection. Flow calculation is processed by the PCR 
Algorithm after the determination of prices and net positions and can therefore not cause 
any change in welfare. 

 

Flows are always subject to market coupling constraints such as ATC limits and other 
allocation constraints (losses, ramping limits, etc.). It can be that market results are such 
that only one flow solution exists for each interconnector. In this case, flow calculation is 
straightforward. If prices have converged between some bidding areas, it can happen that 
some room is left to select one flow solution. In that case, the selected flow solution must 
fulfil TSOs requirements; flows must be calculated in a transparent manner and the 
calculation process must follow an agreed methodology. 

 

NWE TSOs decided to process the flow calculation within the market coupling algorithm, 
which encompasses a flow calculation module. Several calculation options are 
implemented (they were initially numbered 1 to 5; a first step of analysis excluded options 1 
and 2, so that only options 3; 4; and 5 remain in the study); option 3 will be used from go-
live. Each option is parameterized by means of so called cost coefficients. The aim of the 
study is twofold: 

(i) Proposing cost coefficients related to option 3 which will be the option used 
from the go-live; 

(ii) Assessing the relevancy of options 4 and 5 (options which could supersede 
option 3 post go-live, subject to further investigations) and proposing 
corresponding cost coefficients; 

The report is divided in 8 chapters and covers the following: 

- TSOs requirements and methodology to assess the fulfilment; 

- Current flow calculation for NWE interconnectors before NWE coupling; 

- Description of the three options for flow calculation in NWE coupling; 

- Focus on the understanding of option 3; 

- Calculation of flows under the three options; 

- Description of simulations to be run by the production algorithm; 

- Simulation results; 

- Synthesis of the proposed solutions; 
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2. TSOs requirements 

2.1. BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground    

2.1.1. Definition of Flow Indeterminacy – Overview of an example 

 
After the calculation of prices and net positions, two cases can occur: 
 

(a) Only one single flow value for each interconnection satisfies (i) calculated net 
positions and prices (ii) and network constraints which are used for price 
calculation (such as ATCs, ramping limits, etc.). Then no special methodology 
is to be used for flow calculation: the output of the price coupling can be 
scheduled directly. 
 

(b) Several possible sets of flows exist i.e. satisfy (i) calculated net positions and 
prices (ii) and network constraints which are used for price calculation. Then a 
methodology must select one set of flow values between all possible flow 
values. This methodology must encompass the whole network topology to 
prevent TSOs to select different sets of flow values which are incompatible 
between each other. 

 
Case (b) is the flow indeterminacy case. Flow calculation can be seen as a method to solve 
flow indeterminacy. 
 
Not solving flow indeterminacy would lead the following consequences: 
 

(i) Technical consequences: 
o The algorithm outputs flow values; but the selection of these values is 

arbitrary and does not satisfy any requirement (other than the properties 
of the price calculation model; e.g. flow values satisfy ATC limits, ramping 
constraints, etc.); 

o In very similar configurations of prices and net positions, flow values can 
turn to be very different, which makes the comparison difficult; 

 
(ii) Regulatory consequences: 

The article 50 in the CACM Code requires that TSOs implement a 
methodology to calculate cross-border flows. 
Article 50 Article 50 Article 50 Article 50 ––––    CACM CODE CACM CODE CACM CODE CACM CODE ––––    Draft April 2013Draft April 2013Draft April 2013Draft April 2013 
METHODOLOGY FOR THE CALCULATION OF SCHEDULED EXCHANGES RESULTING FROM THE SINGLE METHODOLOGY FOR THE CALCULATION OF SCHEDULED EXCHANGES RESULTING FROM THE SINGLE METHODOLOGY FOR THE CALCULATION OF SCHEDULED EXCHANGES RESULTING FROM THE SINGLE METHODOLOGY FOR THE CALCULATION OF SCHEDULED EXCHANGES RESULTING FROM THE SINGLE 
DAY AHEAD COUPLINGDAY AHEAD COUPLINGDAY AHEAD COUPLINGDAY AHEAD COUPLING 
• No later than 30 June 2014, all System Operators shall develop a proposal for a common methodology 

to be used in calculating Scheduled Exchanges resulting from the Single Day Ahead Coupling. 
• The methodology shall describe the calculation and shall detail the data which must be provided by 

Nominated Electricity Market Operators, where appropriate, to the Scheduled Exchange Calculator and 
the timescales for delivering such information.  The timescale for delivering information shall be no 
later than 15.30 D-1. 

  
• The calculation shall be based on Net Positions as specified in Article 46(2)(b).  
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• Follow approval by National Regulatory Authorities, System Operators shall provide the methodology 
to the Scheduled Exchange Calculator and shall ensure that the Scheduled Exchange Calculator is able 
to produce the Scheduled Exchanges specified by this methodology. 

The pictures below show an example (taken from production data 2011 Nov 7 h6) of 

solving flow indeterminacy in two different manners1: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
1 In the pictures, flows are in red ; when the interconnector is saturated, flows are in white within a 
red box. Net positions are in blue. 
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Prices and net positions are equal in both cases for each bidding area. However we 
observe the following differences in flow values among others: 

- The flow from SE to FI can be split differently between SE1-FI and SE3-FI 
interconnections; 

- The flows between NO1, NO2, DK1A and SE3 can be combined differently; 
- ITVC interconnectors can have different utilizations; 
- Flows between GB and the continent can be calculated differently; 
- Flows within CWE are impacted by flow values on ITVC and GB-continent 

interconnectors; 

2.1.2. Clarification on welfare and congestion rent impact 

 
The solving of flow indeterminacy is calculated: 

(a) In the PCR price coupling algorithm; 
(b) As a post-processing module after the calculation of prices, net positions and 

block selection (and in general after the calculation of every combinatorial 
constraint which is supported by the algorithm – e.g. minimum stable flow); 
 

Therefore the solving of flow indeterminacy is run at constant welfare: no welfare gain or no welfare gain or no welfare gain or no welfare gain or 
loss can loss can loss can loss can resultresultresultresult from this process. In particular: 

(i) This process is transparent for market participants (it does not change trading 
opportunities) as far as day-ahead is concerned; 

(ii) This process does not affect the total amount of cross-border exchanges in the 
overall NWE region; 

(iii) Changing the rules for this process does not result into a different price signal to 
the market; 

 
However the calculation of flows has an impact where the cross-border transmissions of 
energy are located; as a consequence, an impact is expected on the financial risk exposure 
of some assets (in particular on the firmness risk of interconnectors). 
 
Since flow indeterminacy occurs when several flow solutions exist, this means in particular 
that flow values are not necessary set to the ATC limit; which only occurs when prices are 
equal at both side of the interconnector. 
 
In addition the assumption is made throughout the study that no losses are implemented 
on interconnectors; in general, losses with different loss factors remove the possibility of 
flow indeterminacy on the interconnectors. 
 
Flow indeterminacy can only occur for a set of interconnectors where congestion rent on 
such interconnectors is equal to zero (situation of non-congestion). Changing flow 
calculation rules will therefore not change the value of the congestion rent. 
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2.1.3. Possible impacts of solving flow indeterminacy 

 
The possible impacts of solving flow indeterminacy are limited to scheduling operations. 
The analysis in Annex 2: Details on possible impacts of solving flow indeterminacy concludes 
that no impact actually exists.  

2.2. TSOTSOTSOTSOssss    RequirementsRequirementsRequirementsRequirements    

The section below lists the requirements which have been set by TSOs in the frame of the 
study. The analysis of the flow solutions for different values of cost coefficients is 
performed with regards to these requirements. 
 
The requirements are of the following kind: 

- Uniqueness of the flow solution output by the flow calculation model; 
- Prioritization rules (e.g. especially between some Nordic interconnectors; e.g. no 

priority between IFA and BritNed); 
- Shortest Path Rule in Nordic network; 
- No-transit rules (CWE not transit area for Nordic internal transmissions and 

conversely; GB not transit area for CWE internal transmissions); 

2.2.1. Uniqueness 

 
The requirement reads as follows: 
The flow calculation problem must always have one single solution. 

 
The aim of the flow calculation is to solve flow indeterminacy in an agreed methodology. 
Therefore we need to have the flow indeterminacy completely solved by the flow 
calculation methodology. It is therefore needed that the model guarantees that only one 
single flow solution can be calculated; otherwise some room is left to the solver, which 
then determines the flow solution arbitrarily. 

2.2.2. Sweden-Finland prioritization rules 

 
The prioritization rules between Sweden and Finland aim at prioritizing the utilization of 
the Fennoskan interconnector (namely SE3-FI interconnector) over the northern route 
(namely the SE1-FI interconnection). In addition, a clarification is made that the NO4-FI 
interconnection has no capacity allocated to the day-ahead market. 
 
The prioritization rules are listed below: 
 
• SE-FI prioritization rules: 

� Transmission SE3-FI(-EE): 
o Fennoskan route SE3-FI is prioritized; 
o Second priority: SE3-SE2-SE1-FI; 

� Transmission SE2-FI(-EE): 
o Fennoskan route SE2-SE3-FI is prioritized; 
o Second priority: SE2-SE1-FI; 

SE3

SE1

FI

SE2

2

1

2

1
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DK1

DK1A

NO1

SE3NO2

2

DK2 SE4

1

3

� Transmission SE1-FI(-EE): 
o Direct route SE1-FI prioritized; 
o Second priority: SE1-SE2-SE3-FI;  

 
• Transmission SE1-SE3: the route through SE1-SE2-SE3 is prioritized over SE1-FI-SE3. 

 
• NO4-FI: the interconnector must not be considered (though 2011 data used for 

quantitative analysis have this interconnector, with zero capacity). 

2.2.3. Prioritization rules of Danish DC interconnectors 

 
Denmark is split into two bidding areas DK1 and DK2 which are linked by a DC 
interconnector. In addition it is linked to Sweden and Norway by means of DC 
interconnectors. The utilization of Danish DC interconnectors is not wished when the flow 
can be routed through the AC grid. 
 
However prioritizing DC interconnectors over AC interconnectors is not a general 
requirement to apply to the rest of the network: it must be understood as a result of the 
particular configuration of Denmark within the Nordic network. 
 
The prioritization rules are listed below: 
 
• Transmission SE3-NO2: 

o AC route SE3-NO1-NO2 is prioritized; 
o Second priority: SE3-DK1A-NO2; 

• Transmission SE4-NO2: 
o Route SE4-SE3-NO1-NO2 prioritized; 
o Second priority: SE4-SE3-DK1A-NO2;  
o Third priority: SE4-DK2-DK1-DK1A-NO23; 

2.2.4. Shortest Path Rule between Nordic bidding areas 

 
The requirement reads as follows: 

• The route of the lower length4 is always prioritized over the route of the higher 

length. 
• No prioritization exists between routes having the same length. As a consequence, 

when several routes exist with the same length, the flow is split equally between 

these routes. 
 
The requirements holds when no prioritization rule applies as defined above. 
 

                                                 
3 It makes sense to compare the three routes; indeed they have an identical number of 
interconnectors since DK1-DK1A counts for zero as a virtual interconnector. 
4 The length of a route is defined as the number of interconnectors to go through. E.g. the NO2-
NL-DE route has a length equal to 2. 
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The requirement aims at preventing an unnecessary utilization of the grid and at 
minimizing the distance for power transmission. 

2.2.5. CWE not a transit area for Nordic internal transmissions 

 
The requirement reads as follows: 
Unless network constraints (e.g. ATCs, ramping limits, etc.) within the Nordic region make it 

necessary, a power transmission between Nordic bidding areas should not be routed 

through CWE bidding areas. 

 
The requirement aims at preventing the utilization of CWE network for power 
transmissions between different Nordic bidding areas, if not strictly needed. Indeed such a 
transmission should not make CWE TSOs bear a firmness risk. In addition in terms of 
distance, scheduling such a transmission through CWE would be likely far from the 
physical flow. 
 
However in certain network configurations and due to particular ATC limits or ramping 
limits, it might be necessary to use the CWE network for such a transmission between 
Nordic bidding areas. Therefore the requirement does not strictly forbid a transit flow 
through CWE. 

2.2.6. Nordic not a transit area for CWE internal transmissions 

 
Unless network constraints (e.g. ATCs, ramping limits, etc.) within the CWE region make it 

necessary, a power transmission between CWE bidding areas should not be routed through 

Nordic bidding areas. 

 

The example shows a configuration where the 
requirement is notnotnotnot fulfilled. 
 
A power transmission of 100MW from FR to NL is 
partially routed (up to 48MW) through the Nordic 
network. 
 
In addition, part of the flow is routed through GB, 
which is also against the “GB not transit area” 
requirement below. 
 
N.B. It can happen that the sum of flows in/out is 

not exactly equal to the net position; this is caused 

by the rounding of flows. 
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2.2.7. Transit flows through GB and Nordic have the same priority 

 
The requirement comes from the following configuration: assume a flow from FR/DE to NL 
with insufficient capacity in BE-NL and DE-NL interconnectors. Then part of the flow needs 
to be routed; two possibilities exist: (i) the Nordic route through DK1 and NO2; (ii) the GB 
route using IFA and BritNed. 
 

Example. Let us consider a power transmission of 100MW 
from NL to DEfrom NL to DEfrom NL to DEfrom NL to DE with no interconnection capacity on NL-BE 
and NL-DE interconnectors. 
 
The example shows the utilization of the following route: 
NL->NO2->DK1A->DK1->DE, 
which is in line with the requirement below. 
 
The other route would be: 
NL->GB2->GB1->FR->DE, 
which is not line with the requirement below. 
 
Example. Let us consider a power transmission of 100MW 
from NL to FRfrom NL to FRfrom NL to FRfrom NL to FR with no interconnection capacity on NL-BE 
and NL-DE interconnectors. 
 
The requirement below results into the following route: 
NL->GB2->GB1->FR. 

 
The requirement aims at proposing some balance between the utilization of the GB route 
(via GB Interconnectors) and the Nordic route (via the ITVC Interconnectors). 
 
The requirement reads as follows: 
The sum of cost coefficients is equal on both GB and Nordic routes. 

2.2.8. GB not a transit area 

 
The requirement reads as follows: 
Unless network constraints within the CWE and Nordic 

regions (e.g. ATCs, ramping limits, etc.) make it necessary, a 

power transmission between the bidding areas of the CWE 

and Nordic regions should not be routed through GB. 

 
The requirement aims at preventing GB to be used as a 
transit area for power transmissions between FR and NL 
(including power transmissions between FR and Nordic 
through NL). In addition, the utilization of IFA and BritNed 
interconnectors should be balanced as much as possible (to 
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bear the same proportion of firmness risk). Then we have the following: 
• IFA and BritNed have the same priority (i.e. same cost coefficients); 
• However it is possible that IFA and BritNed do not always have the same load 

(see case below for instance: FR and GB1 exporting; NL and GB2 importing; GB 
globally exporting; then IFA not loaded and BritNed loaded GB2->NL); 

2.3. Methodology for assessing the fulfilment of the requirementsMethodology for assessing the fulfilment of the requirementsMethodology for assessing the fulfilment of the requirementsMethodology for assessing the fulfilment of the requirements    

The qualitative analysis and the quantitative analysis aim at determining cost coefficients 
which fulfil the requirements. Several sets of cost coefficients are proposed and tested, so 
that the decision can be made based on the level of fulfilment of requirements by each 
set. 
 
The qualitative analysis relies on the following elements: 

(i) Analysis of requested priority requirements; 
The principle is that interconnectors with a higher priority (i.e. to be used first 
where there is indeterminacy) have lower cost coefficients; 
 

(ii) Analysis of “not transit area” requirements; 
The principle is that transit interconnectors (IFA; BritNed; ITVC6) have high cost 
coefficients so that they are used only when necessary; 

 
(iii) Analysis of uniqueness requirements; 

Special attention is paid whether the model has an intrinsic uniqueness 
property (derived from mathematical properties) or uniqueness property is 
obtained from particular values of cost coefficients; 

 
(iv) Analysis of technical constraints between cost coefficients; 

This analysis focuses on numerical precision effects and necessary orders of 
magnitude between cost coefficients which are implied by the requirements; 

 
The quantitative analysis relies on the following elements: 

(i) Implementation of a flow calculation process in an ad-hoc tool; 
This flow calculation process is a very simplified version7 of the production 
model so that different cost coefficient values can be tested; 
 

(ii) Run of production data (2011 Nov-Dec); 
These runs allow testing particular cost coefficients values with regards to 
production prices and net positions. The total amount of flows is computed as 
an indicator of the firmness risk; a special attention is paid to transit 
interconnectors (IFA, BritNed, ITVC); 

                                                 
6 ITVC interconnectors are NL-NO2; DE-DK1; DE-DK2; DE-SE4. 
7 The simplified model calculates flows in each hour independently from the rest of the day ; only 
ATC constraints are considered, whereas the production model implements other constraints (e.g. 
ramping constraints). 
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(iii) Design and run of Built Cases; 

- Built Cases are simplified examples aiming at understanding how particular 
cost coefficient values impact calculated flows; 

- Built Cases do not reflect production configurations and they do not aim 
at being realistic in any manner; 

- The purpose is the checking of the fulfilment of the requirements and the 
comparison between different cost coefficient values; 

- Built Cases allow to observe (possibly non desirable) consequences of a set 
of cost coefficients in addition to existing requirements; 

 
In addition to the quantitative analysis, particular cost coefficient values are run by the 
production algorithm so that it can be checked that: 

- The production algorithm can consider such numerical values; 
- The requirements are actually fulfilled in production; 
- The firmness risk exposure corresponds to expectations; 
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3. Current Flow Calculation before NWE Coupling 

No flow indeterminacy is currently observed On IFA and BritNed: IFA flow calculation is 
derived from the explicit allocation of capacity; and BritNed flow calculation is calculated 
as the result of the current embedded solution which is implemented by APX. 
 
Therefore the only mechanisms which have been put in place to solve flow 
indeterminacies are related to Nordic interconnectors and to CWE interconnectors. These 
mechanisms are described below. 

3.1. Current Flow Calculation in Sesam (Nordic biddiCurrent Flow Calculation in Sesam (Nordic biddiCurrent Flow Calculation in Sesam (Nordic biddiCurrent Flow Calculation in Sesam (Nordic bidding areas)ng areas)ng areas)ng areas)    

3.1.1. Principles 

 
The flow calculation process in Sesam is a post-process of market coupling and already 
satisfies a very similar process as the NWE flow calculation: 

- Prices and net positions are calculated by the coupling part of the system; 
- When prices and net positions are known, the flow calculation process solves 

possible flow indeterminacies; 
- Changing cost coefficients does not affect the results of the market coupling as 

such: only scheduled flows are modified; 

3.1.2. Requirements 

 
The flow calculation model in Sesam relies on the three requirements below: 

(i) Shortest Path Rule. 
The number of crossed bidding areas must be minimized; in particular, as long 
as there is unused capacity on the shortest path, no other route can be 
scheduled; as a consequence, when other routes are used, this means that the 
shortest path has no remaining capacity. 

 
(ii) Prioritization Rules. 

All paths of the same length do not have the same priority; a set prioritization 
rules distinguish between paths of the same length for some parts of the 
network topology. 

 
(iii) Uniqueness. 

The solution must be unique in theory i.e. the model should not have multiple 
optimal solutions. 

 

Example of application of the Shortest Path Rule. 

Let us consider a triangle configuration 
and assume a transmission from A to B : 
Net Position A = 100; 
Net Position B = -100;  
Net Position C = 0. 

A

B

C
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Assume equal prices in A, B and C and ATCs equal to 100MW on each interconnector in 
each direction. 
 
The only flow solution which satisfies the shortest path rule is the following: 
F(A->B) = 100; other flows equal to zero. 
This flow solution corresponds to the utilization of the direct route. 
Now assume the following net positions (still with 100MW ATCs): 
Net Position A = 120; 
Net Position B = -120;  
Net Position C = 0. 
 
Then the only flow solution which satisfies the shortest path rule is the following: 
F(A->B) = 100; F(A->C) = F(C->B) = 20; 
 
That flow solution corresponds to the utilization of the direct route first; the indirect route 
being used only for the remaining part when the direct route has been completely used. 

 
The prioritization rules are of two kinds: 
 

(i) Explicit rules provided by TSOs: the only rules of this kind are related to 
transmissions between Sweden and Finland; 

 
(ii) Implicit rules resulting from the tuning of cost coefficients in order to improve 

the uniqueness property of the model8; 

 
 The explicit rule related to transmissions between Sweden 
and Finland is the following:  
 
(a) For power transmissions between SE3 and FI, 

the Fennoskan direct route is prioritized; 
 
(b) For power transmissions between SE1 and SE3, 

the route through SE2 is prioritized over the 
route through FI;  

3.1.3. Flow calculation model 

 
The flow calculation model is an optimization model with linear cost coefficients: 
 

min min min min Σ Σ Σ Σ cccch,ij h,ij h,ij h,ij |F|F|F|Fh,ijh,ijh,ijh,ij|||| 
 
Subject to the following constraints: 

                                                 
8 This point will be detailed below; in a few words: uniqueness is not an intrinsic property of the 
model and is obtained by the tuning of cost coefficients. 

SE3

SE1

FI

SE2

2

1

2

1
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• Network constraints (e.g. ATCs, ramping limits) ; 
• Market constraints (e.g. prices, net positions) ; 

Where: 
- “FFFFh,ijh,ijh,ijh,ij” is the flow on line between bidding areas i and j, from bidding area i to 

bidding area j in hour h; 
- “cccch,ijh,ijh,ijh,ij” is the cost coefficient of line between bidding area i and bidding area j in 

hour h (coefficient is not directional); 
 
In general, the optimal solutions is not unique i.e. there exist several optimal solutions 
minimizing the objective function and satisfying the constraints. The uniqueness property 
can be satisfied by tuning linear cost coefficients9, which results into additional 
prioritization rules. 
 

Let us consider an example taken from the simulations of the Study on the Impact 
Assessment of the Implementation of Losses. Although it refers to a topology which was 
not a production topology, the example illustrates why the linear objective function cannot 
guarantee the uniqueness property in general. 
 
We consider two different runs and the restriction of the network made of the old SE 
bidding area, a virtual FIA Finnish bidding area and the FI Finnish bidding area; the FIA 
bidding area being a representation of the northern route which is now modelled by the 
SE1-FI interconnection; the SE-FI interconnection representing the Fennoskan 
interconnector.   

 
Having different inputs, these two solutions differ in prices, net positions and flows. 
However in the so called Run#1 we observe a power transmission of 995MW from Finland 
to Sweden; whereas in the so called Run#4 we observe a power transmission of 997MW 
from Finland to Sweden. The ATC limits are identical in both runs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The noticeable observation is the following: although the power transmission is very 
similar in both runs, the flow solution (in bold red) is completely different; Run#1 
exclusively selects the northern route through FIA whereas Run#4 saturates the Fennoskan 
route (up to the ATC limit of 550MW) and uses the northern route for the remaining part 
of the flow (i.e. 447MW). 
 

                                                 
9 In practice, the values of cost coefficients are made different; however guaranteeing that this 
process always results into a unique solution is difficult to achieve both in theory and in practice. 
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78.27€
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The reason is that the FIA-FI interconnection has no cost coefficient and the SE-FIA and 
SE-FI interconnections have an identical linear cost coefficient. Then the solver arbitrarily 
selects one route over the other one10. 
 
The desired uniqueness property can only be retrieved by changing cost coefficients, 
which results in the prioritization either of the northern route or of the Fennoskan route. In 
the parts of the network where TSOs wish such a prioritization, it helps to improve the 
uniqueness requirements. In other parts of the network, introducing a prioritization rule 
which does not come from a TSO requirement can be seen as a limitation of the model. 

3.2. Current Flow Calculation in Current Flow Calculation in Current Flow Calculation in Current Flow Calculation in CWECWECWECWE    

3.2.1. Principles 

 
The flow calculation process is not implemented in the Cosmos algorithm (Cosmos 
outputs flows but in case of indeterminacy no rule is implemented to output a preferred 
flow solution). 
 
The flow calculation process is implemented at the level of the CWE TSO Common 
System: 

- Inputs are net positions of the CWE bidding areas (and corresponding prices11); 
- Outputs are flow values for the CWE interconnectors; 

3.2.2. Requirements 

 
The flow calculation model in CWE relies on the two requirements below: 
 

(i) No Loop Flow. 
As CWE topology looks like a square, for a given set of net 
positions, an infinite number of flow values exist as long as 
price convergence has been reached (provided 
interconnections are not saturated). Flow calculation aims at 
scheduling no loop flow (one underlying reason is the 
minimization of losses in the NWE network). 
 

(ii) Uniqueness. 
The solution must be unique in theory i.e. the model should have single flow 
solutions. 
 

 

                                                 
10 When running the same input twice, one still obtains the same solution; « arbitrarily » means with 
regards to two different though similar inputs; the arbitrariness of  the flow solution does not 
contradict the deterministic reproducibility of the running process from a given input. 
11 In the CWE simple topology, prices are not necessary inputs i.e. flows can be calculated from the 
net positions directly. 
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Focus on the no loop flow requirement- Reason for quadratic optimization in CWE 

Let us denote flows and net positions as follows: 
• f1: algebraic flow FR->DE (positive from FR to DE, negative from DE to FR); 
• f2: algebraic flow DE->NL; 
• f3: algebraic flow NL->BE; 
• f4: algebraic flow BE->FR; 
• eA: net position of bidding area A; 
 
Then flows and net positions in CWE satisfy the following equations: 
 
 
     i.e. Af = eAf = eAf = eAf = e. 
 
 
 
We have rank A = 3, so that the matrix is not invertible, then we cannot derive flows by 
writing “f = A-1 e”. In other words, flows satisfying given net positions are not unique. More 
precisely, two feasible sets of flows f and f* vary of the following: 
 
 
    i.e. f – f* = λ.1111, where λ can be any number.  
 
 
 
The uniqueness of the flow solution is obtained by adding another “constraint”: Σ fΣ fΣ fΣ fiiii    = 0= 0= 0= 0, 
which makes the loop flow being zero; hence flows now satisfy the following: 
 
 
     i.e. Bf = eBf = eBf = eBf = e with rank B = 4, so that the flow solution 
     is now unique. 
 
 
 
Now let us denote f° the CWE flow solution setting the loop flow down to zero. Any other 
flow solution f (not setting the loop flow down to zero but still satisfying Af = eAf = eAf = eAf = e) can be 
written as f = f° + λλλλ.1 with a given λ. 
 
Calculating the sum of square flows of solution f reads as follows: 
 
 
since Σ f°i = 0 by definition. Hence we see that the sum of square flows is minimum for 
λ=0 and the CWE flow solution is the flow solution which minimizes the sum of square 
flows. 
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3.2.3. Flow calculation model 

 
The flow calculation model is an optimization model with quadratic terms (square of 
flows): 
 

min min min min ((((Σ qΣ qΣ qΣ qh,ij h,ij h,ij h,ij |F|F|F|Fh,ijh,ijh,ijh,ij||||
2222)))) 

 
Subject to: 

• Network constraints (e.g. ATCs, ramping limits); 
• Market constraints (e.g. prices, net positions) 

Where: 
- “FFFFh,ijh,ijh,ijh,ij” is the flow on line between bidding areas i and j, from bidding area i to 

bidding area j in hour h; 
- “qqqqh,ij h,ij h,ij h,ij ” is the cost coefficient of line between bidding area i and bidding area j in 

hour h (coefficient is not directional; equal to 1 in practice); 
 
In practice, quadratic cost coefficients are set to 1 in the current CWE flow calculation 
process. 
 
A mathematical key property is that the flow solution from the model is always unique, 
whatever the values of the non-zero cost coefficients. The quadratic model is therefore a 
good candidate if one wants to guarantee the uniqueness of the flow solution, including in 
the Nordic part of the network. However such a model makes the application of the 
Shortest Path Rule theoretically not possible12. 
 
Let us consider a triangle configuration 
and assume a transmission from A to B : 
Net Position A = 100; 
Net Position B = -100;  
Net Position C = 0. 
 
Assume a flow solution which minimizes the following quadratic objective function: 

J(F) = F(A->B)2 + F(A->C)2 + F(C->B)2. 
 
The solution is the following: 
F(A->B) = 67; F(A->C) = F(C->B) = 33; 
 
The minimum value of the objective function (which corresponds to that solution) is 
J(F) = 6 667, whereas the shortest path solution would lead to J(Shortest path) = 10 000. 
From which we see that the shortest path solution does not minimize the quadratic 
objective function. 

                                                 
12 In practice we might envisage a combined model though, including quadratic coefficients in 
addition to linear coefficients, the Shortest Path Rule still being satisfied concerning the rounded 
values of calculated flows. 
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Now assume that the direct route A->B should be prioritized. Then we consider the 
following objective function with modified quadratic cost coefficients: 

J°(F) = F(A->B)2 + 1000*F(A->C)2 + 1000*F(C->B)2. 

 
Then the solution is the following: 
F(A->B) = 99.95; F(A->C) = F(C->B) = 0.05; 
We observe that the unrounded flow in the indirect route will always be non-zero. As a 
consequence, any prioritization will always be a « preferred » prioritization theoretically, 
not totally preventing flow in the second priority route even if the flow in the first priority 
route has not reached the ATC limit. 
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4. Three options for flow calculation in NWE Coupling 

In NWE coupling, flow calculation process will be implemented in the price algorithm13 as a 

post-processing of the price calculation process. 

Inputs are prices and net positions; outputs are flow values for each NWE interconnector. 

The calculation is made under network constraints (ATC limits, ramping limits, losses, etc.). 

Scheduled flows will be coherent throughout the whole network topology. 

The flow calculation options are numbered 3; 4; and 5. Option 3 will be used from go-live. 

Options 4 and 5 might be preferable: then option 3 will be an interim solution (during a 

period to determine) and option 4 or 5 can be used as an enduring solution. 

The three options use so called cost coefficients:    

- The cost coefficients of quadratic terms are referred to as “quadratic coefficients”; 
- The cost coefficients of linear terms are referred to as “linear coefficients”; 
- Cost coefficients are always assumed to be non-negative and integer values; 

4.1. Option 3Option 3Option 3Option 3    

All flows are calculated in one step (as today flows in CWE on the one hand and flows in 
Nordic on the other hand). Flows are calculated as the solution of the following 
minimization problem: 
 

min ( Σ ch,ij |Fh,ij|+ Σ qh,ij Fh,ij
2 )    

 
Subject to the following constraints: 

- Network constraints (e.g. ATCs, ramping limits); 
- Calculated prices and net positions; 
- Energy balance constraints and price-network properties; 

 
Where: 

- “FFFFh,ijh,ijh,ijh,ij” is the flow on line between bidding areas i and j, from bidding area i to 
bidding area j in hour h; 

- “qqqqh,ij h,ij h,ij h,ij ” is the quadratic cost coefficient of line between bidding area i and bidding 
area j in hour h (coefficient is not directional); 

- “cccch,ij h,ij h,ij h,ij ” is the linear cost coefficient of line between bidding area i and bidding area j 
in hour h (coefficient is not directional); 

                                                 
13 i.e. in Euphemia PCR algorithm. 
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4.2. Option 4Option 4Option 4Option 4    initially foreseen by the TSOsinitially foreseen by the TSOsinitially foreseen by the TSOsinitially foreseen by the TSOs    

Below is the description of option 4 as initially envisaged before the beginning of the 
study. The optimization model as defined for option 3 is applied in a two-step approach,  
each calculation step can be generalized by the following combined modelling: 

min Σ ch,ij |Fh,ij|+ Σ qh,ij Fh,ij
2     

More precisely, the calculation steps below correspond to a combined modelling with zero 
coefficients in quadratic (resp. linear) terms.  
    
Step 1Step 1Step 1Step 1    
 
All flows (i.e. on every NWE interconnector) are calculated as the solution of the following 
minimization problem (which is generalized by the combined modelling in enhanced 
option 4): 
 

min Σ ch,ij |Fh,ij|
     

 
Subject to the following constraints: 

- Network constraints (ATCs, ramping limits); 
- Calculated prices and net positions; 
- Energy balance constraints and price-network properties; 

 
Where cccch,ij h,ij h,ij h,ij     coefficients are non-zero for Nordic and ITVC interconnectors only and reflect 
local prioritization between Nordic and ITVC interconnections.  
 
Resulting flows for Nordic and ITVC Interconnectors are final after completion of step 1. 
Resulting flows for the GB and CWE Interconnectors are not kept and are further 
calculated in step 2. 
 
Step 2Step 2Step 2Step 2    
 
All flows (except ITVC and Nordic) are calculated as the solution of the following 
minimization problem (which is generalized by the combined modelling in enhanced 
option 4): 
 

Σ qh,ij Fh,ij
2    

 
Subject to the following constraints: 

- Network constraints (ATCs, ramping limits); 
- Calculated prices and net positions; 
- Energy balance constraints and price-network properties; 
- Calculated Nordic and ITVC flows in Calculated Nordic and ITVC flows in Calculated Nordic and ITVC flows in Calculated Nordic and ITVC flows in SSSStep tep tep tep 1111;;;; 

 
Where qqqqh,ij h,ij h,ij h,ij coefficients are non-zero for CWE and GB interconnections.  
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4.3. OptioOptioOptioOption 5n 5n 5n 5    initially foreseen by the TSOsinitially foreseen by the TSOsinitially foreseen by the TSOsinitially foreseen by the TSOs    

The aim of the option is, in addition to the previous requirements as implemented in 
option 4, to guarantee a sharing of the load pro-rata the ATCs between the two GB 
interconnectors. The optimization model as defined for option 3 is applied in a three-step 
approach; each calculation step could be generalized in a possible enhanced option 5 by 
the following combined modelling: 

min Σ ch,ij |Fh,ij|+ Σ qh,ij Fh,ij
2     

    
Step 1Step 1Step 1Step 1    
 
All flows (i.e. on every NWE interconnector) are calculated as the solution of the following 
minimization problem: 
 

min Σ ch,ij |Fh,ij|
     

 
Subject to the following constraints: 

- Network constraints (ATCs, ramping limits); 
- Calculated prices and net positions; 
- Energy balance constraints and price-network properties; 

 
Where cccch,ij h,ij h,ij h,ij coefficients are non-zero for Nordic and ITVC interconnectors only and reflect 
local prioritization between Nordic and ITVC interconnections, as in option 4.  
 
Resulting flows for Nordic and ITVC Interconnectors are final after completion of step 1. 
Resulting flows for the GB and CWE Interconnectors are not kept and are further 
calculated in steps 2 and 3. 
 
Step 2Step 2Step 2Step 2    
 
All flows (except Nordic and ITVC) are calculated as the solution of the following 
minimization problem: 

min Σ ck(1-Fk/ck)
2    

 
Subject to the following constraints: 

- Network constraints (ATCs, ramping limits); 
- Calculated prices and net positions; 
- Energy balance constraints and price-network properties; 
- Calculated Nordic and ITVC flows in Calculated Nordic and ITVC flows in Calculated Nordic and ITVC flows in Calculated Nordic and ITVC flows in SSSStep tep tep tep 1;1;1;1; 

 
Where cccck k k k coefficients are pro-rata coefficients (i.e. equal to ATCs) non-zero for GB 
interconnections only. Resulting flows for GB interconnectors are final after completion of 
step 2. Flows for CWE interconnectors are not kept and are further calculated in step 3. 
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Step 3Step 3Step 3Step 3    
 
All flows (except Nordic, ITVC and GB) are calculated as the solution of the following 
minimization problem: 
 

min Σ qh,ij Fh,ij
2     

 
Subject to the following constraints: 

- Network constraints (ATCs, ramping limits); 
- Calculated prices and net positions; 
- Energy balance constraints and price-network properties; 
- Calculated Nordic and ITVC flows in Calculated Nordic and ITVC flows in Calculated Nordic and ITVC flows in Calculated Nordic and ITVC flows in SSSSttttep ep ep ep 1;1;1;1; 
- Calculated GB flows in Calculated GB flows in Calculated GB flows in Calculated GB flows in SSSStep tep tep tep 2;2;2;2; 

 
Where qqqqh,ij h,ij h,ij h,ij coefficients are non-zero for CWE interconnections only. Then the provisional 
solution for CWE interconnectors in step 2 is dropped and replaced by the one calculated 
in step 3. 

4.4. EEEEnhnhnhnhancancancanced option ed option ed option ed option 4444    

Below is the description of an enhanced option which generalizes option 4, so that the 
requirement can be fulfilled. The optimization model as defined for option 3 is applied in a 
two-step approach.  
    
Step 1Step 1Step 1Step 1    
 
All flows (i.e. on every NWE interconnector) are calculated as the solution of the following 
minimization problem (which is a generalization from option 4 – step 1): 
 

min ( Σ ch,ij |Fh,ij|+ Σ qh,ij Fh,ij
2 )    

 
Subject to the following constraints: 

- Network constraints (ATCs, ramping limits); 
- Calculated prices and net positions; 
- Energy balance constraints and price-network properties; 

 
Where: 

- “FFFFh,ijh,ijh,ijh,ij” is the flow on line between bidding areas i and j, from bidding area i to 
bidding area j in hour h; 

- “qqqqh,ij h,ij h,ij h,ij ” is the quadratic cost coefficient of line between bidding area i and bidding 
area j in hour h (coefficient is not directional); 

- “cccch,ij h,ij h,ij h,ij ” is the linear cost coefficient of line between bidding area i and bidding area j 
in hour h (coefficient is not directional); 

 
Resulting flows for Nordic and ITVC Interconnectors are final after completion of step 1. 
Resulting flows for the GB and CWE Interconnectors are not kept and are further 
calculated in step 2. 
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Step 2Step 2Step 2Step 2    
 
All flows (except ITVC and Nordic) are calculated as the solution of the following 
minimization problem (which is a generalization from option 4 – step 2): 
 

min ( Σ ch,ij |Fh,ij|+ Σ qh,ij Fh,ij
2 )    

 
Subject to the following constraints: 

- Network constraints (ATCs, ramping limits); 
- Calculated prices and net positions; 
- Energy balance constraints and price-network properties; 
- Calculated Nordic and ITVC flows in Calculated Nordic and ITVC flows in Calculated Nordic and ITVC flows in Calculated Nordic and ITVC flows in SSSStep tep tep tep 1111;;;; 

 
Where: 

- “FFFFh,ijh,ijh,ijh,ij” is the flow on line between bidding areas i and j, from bidding area i to 
bidding area j in hour h; 

- “qqqqh,ij h,ij h,ij h,ij ” is the quadratic cost coefficient of line between bidding area i and bidding 
area j in hour h (coefficient is not directional); 

- “cccch,ij h,ij h,ij h,ij ” is the linear cost coefficient of line between bidding area i and bidding area j 
in hour h (coefficient is not directional); 

 
Similarly, an enhanced option 5 could be derived from the initial option 5. 

4.5. Overview Overview Overview Overview of the main features of each optionof the main features of each optionof the main features of each optionof the main features of each option    

The table below shows an overview of the main features of each option. 
 

OptionsOptionsOptionsOptions    Main FeaturesMain FeaturesMain FeaturesMain Features    

Option 3Option 3Option 3Option 3    • Allows prioritization in Nordic 
• Sets loop flow to zero in CWE 
• Uniqueness of flow solution is possible but not guaranteed14 
• No pro-rata property for GB interconnections 
• Need to calibrate between linear and quadratic cost coefficients 

InInInInititititial ial ial ial and and and and 
eeeennnnhanced hanced hanced hanced 
OptionOptionOptionOptionssss    4444    

• Allows prioritization in Nordic 
• Sets loop flow to zero in CWE 
• Uniqueness of flow solution is possible but not guaranteed14 
• No pro-rata property for GB interconnections 
• No interference between the values of linear coefficients in Nordic and 

quadratic cost coefficients in CWE 
Option 5Option 5Option 5Option 5    • Allows prioritization in Nordic 

• Sets loop flow to zero in CWE 
• Uniqueness of flow solution is possible but not guaranteed14 

                                                 
14 Uniqueness can be guaranteed by specific coefficients; uniqueness does not result from a 
property of the modelling option by itself. 
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• Satisfies pro-rata property for GB interconnections 
• No interference between the values of linear coefficients in Nordic and 

quadratic cost coefficients in CWE 
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5. Focus on option 3 

As an input for the study, TSOs and PXs worked on the description of option 3 for flow 
calculation. The main outcomes of this preparatory work are summarized in this section. 

5.1. Analysis of an exampleAnalysis of an exampleAnalysis of an exampleAnalysis of an example    

Let us consider the following topology with a net position in bidding area A equal to 
+100MW and a net position in bidding area E equal to -100MW. Let us denote QC (resp. 
LC) the quadratic (resp. linear) coefficients. 

 
Case 1Case 1Case 1Case 1    (only quadratic (only quadratic (only quadratic (only quadratic ccccoefficientoefficientoefficientoefficientssss)))):::: QC = 1; LC = 0 for 
every line. 
Then the flow solution is the following: 
F(A->C) = F(C->E) = 60MW; 
F(A->B) = F(B->D) = F(D->E) = 40MW; 
 
Case 2Case 2Case 2Case 2    (only linear (only linear (only linear (only linear coefficients)coefficients)coefficients)coefficients):::: QC = 0; LC = 1 for every 
line. 
Then the flow solution is the following: 
F(A->C) = F(C->E) = 100MW; 
F(A->B) = F(B->D) = F(D->E) = 0MW; 
 
Case 3Case 3Case 3Case 3    (mix of quadratic and linear coefficients)(mix of quadratic and linear coefficients)(mix of quadratic and linear coefficients)(mix of quadratic and linear coefficients):::: 
Line A-B: QC = 1; LC = 0; 
Other lines: QC = 0; LC = M; 
Then the flow solution is the following: 

F(A->C) = F(C->E) = 100MW; 
F(A->B) = F(B->D) = F(D->E) = 0MW; 

 
Those three cases show how the shortest path rule can be modelled and that 
interconnectors with identical cost coefficients have the same priority. Now let us consider 
the following case: 
 
Case 4Case 4Case 4Case 4 ((((mix of quadratic and linear coefficients)mix of quadratic and linear coefficients)mix of quadratic and linear coefficients)mix of quadratic and linear coefficients):::: 
Line A-C: QC = 1; LC = 0; other lines: QC = 0; LC = M; 
Denoting x = F(A->C) = F(C->E), one gets (100 - x) = F(A->B) = F(B->D) = F(D->E); and 
the objective function reads as follows: 

J(x) = x² + Mx + 3M(100 - x) = x² - 2Mx + 300M; 
The minimum is obtained when x = M. Then we have two sub-cases: 

(i) M>100. Then the minimum x = M cannot be reached. The flow solution is: 
F(A->C) = F(C->E) = 100MW; 
F(A->B) = F(B->D) = F(D->E) = 0MW; 

 
(ii) 0 ≤ M ≤ 100. Then the minimum x = M can actually be reached and the flow 

solution is: 

E

D

B

C

A

+100

-100
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F(A->C) = F(C->E) = M; 
F(A->B) = F(B->D) = F(D->E) = 100-M; 

 
This case shows that combining linear and quadratic cost coefficients can result in a trade-
off between the route which is weighted by a linear coefficient and the route which is 
weighted by a quadratic coefficient. In other words, the example shows that the priority 
between routes depends on the relative values between the linear and the quadratic 
coefficients. The trade-off depends on the value of the coefficients and on the value of the 
power transmission. 
 
As a general result, one can conclude that scaling cost coefficients has an impact on the 
flow calculation. In particular, special attention must be paid to the determination of “big 
M” coefficients. 

5.2. ProposProposProposProposedededed    inputinputinputinput    for cost coefficients in option 3for cost coefficients in option 3for cost coefficients in option 3for cost coefficients in option 3    prior to the studyprior to the studyprior to the studyprior to the study    

Prior to the start of the study, the following cost coefficients are proposed15 for Nordic 
interconnectors: 

 

 
In addition the other cost coefficients are proposed to be the following: 

                                                 
15 This is a proposal of the preparatory work, which is considered in a modified and complemented 
manner in the following (see CC#1 cost coefficients); these values will not be considered as such in 
the following. 

Bidding Area 1 Bidding Area 2 Linear CC Quadratic CC

DK1A DK1 0 0

NO2 NO1 10 0

NO1 NO5 10 0

NO2 NO5 10 0

NO2 DK1A 12 0

NO1 NO3 10 0

NO3 NO4 10 0

DK1 DK2 10 0

FI NO4 10 0

NO4 SE1 14 0

NO4 SE2 10 0

NO3 SE2 10 0

NO1 SE3 11 0

DK1A SE3 13 0

SE1 FI 15 0

SE1 SE2 10 0

SE2 SE3 10 0

SE3 SE4 10 0

SE3 FI 10 0

SE4 DK2 10 0
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- ITVC interconnectors: LC = M to determine; QC = 0; 
- CWE interconnections: LC = 0; QC = 1; 
- IFA and BritNed: LC = 0; 
- Internal GB virtual interconnection GB1-GB2: LC = QC = M to determine; 
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6. Calculation of flows 

6.1. Description of Description of Description of Description of Built CasesBuilt CasesBuilt CasesBuilt Cases    

Built Cases show a net position of +100 and -100 in two bidding areas; possible ATC 
reductions on some interconnections are considered as sub-cases; prices are assumed to 
be equal over the NWE network topology (i.e. full price convergence is assumed). 
 
The list of Built Cases is the following16: 
 

• +100 FR / -100 NL 
* All ATCs at 100 
* ATC FR-BE = 0 (other ATCs at 100) 
* ATC FR-BE = 0; ATC DE-NL = 50 (other ATCs at 100) 
* ATC FR-BE = ATC DE-NL = 0 (other ATCs at 100) 

 
• +100 FR / -100 GB2 

* All ATCs at 100 
* ATC FR-GB1 = 0 (other ATCs at 100) 
* ATC FR-GB1 = ATC NL-BE = ATC NL-DE = 10 (other ATCs at 100) 

 
• +100 FR / -100 NO2 

* All ATCs at 100 
* ATC NL-NO2 = 0 (other ATCs at 100) 

 
• +100 FR / -100 FI 

* All ATCs at 100 
* ATC DK1A-SE3 = ATC NO1-SE3 = 0 (other ATCs at 100) 
* ATC DK1A-SE3 = ATC NO1-SE3 = 0; ATC SE3-FI = 10 (other ATCs at 100) 

 
• +100 SE3 / -100 FI 

* All ATCs at 100 
* ATC SE3-FI = 10 (other ATCs at 100) 
* ATC SE3-FI = ATC SE2-NO4 = 10 (other ATCs at 100) 

 
• +100 NO2 / -100 FI 

* All ATCs at 100 
* ATC NO2-NO1 = ATC NO2-DK1A = 10 (other ATCs at 100) 
* ATC NO2-NO1 = ATC NO2-DK1A = 10; ATC NO1-SE3 = ATC DK1A-SE3 = 

0 (other ATCs at 100) 
* ATC NO2-NO1 = ATC NO2-DK1A = 10; ATC NO1-SE3 = ATC DK1A-SE3 = 

ATC NO4-FI = 0 (other ATCs at 100) 

                                                 
16 +100 FR / -100 NL means that FR has a +100 exporting net position and NL has a -100 importing 

net position; ATC FR-BE = 10 means that the available capacity is 10 in both directions on FR-BE 

interconnection. 
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• +100 NO4 / -100 DK1 

* All ATCs at 100 
* ATC DK1A-SE3 = 10 (other ATCs at 100) 
* ATC DK1A-SE3 = ATC NO2-DK1A = 10 (other ATCs at 100) 

 
• +100 SE1 / -100 SE4 

* All ATCs at 100 
* ATC SE2-SE3 = 0 (other ATCs at 100) 
* ATC SE1-SE2 = 0 (other ATCs at 100) 

 
• +100 NO4 / -100 NO2 

* All ATCs at 100 
* ATC NO3-NO1 = 0 (other ATCs at 100) 
* ATC NO3-NO1 = ATC NO4-SE2 = ATC NO4-FI = 0 (other ATCs at 100) 
* ATC NO3-NO1 = ATC NO4-SE2 = ATC NO4-FI = ATC NO1-SE3 = ATC 

DK1A-SE3 = ATC DK1-DK2 = 0 (other ATCs at 100) 
 

• +100 GB1 / -100 DE 
* All ATCs at 100 

 
• +50 GB1 / +50 GB2 / -100 DE 

* All ATCs at 100 
 

• +100 NL / -100 DE 
* All ATCs at 100 
* ATC BE-NL = ATC DE-NL = 0 (other ATCs at 100) 
* ATC BE-NL = ATC DE-NL  = ATC NL-GB2 = 0 (other ATCs at 100) 

 
• +100 NO2 / -100 SE4 

* All ATCs at 100 
* ATC NO2-NO1 = 0 (other ATCs at 100) 
* ATC NO2-NO1 = ATC DK1A-SE3 = 0 (other ATCs at 100) 

6.2. Scaling of Cost CoefficientsScaling of Cost CoefficientsScaling of Cost CoefficientsScaling of Cost Coefficients    

In order to comply with the requirements, it is proposed to use the following generic cost 
coefficients: 
 

Generic cost coefficientsGeneric cost coefficientsGeneric cost coefficientsGeneric cost coefficients    RequirementRequirementRequirementRequirement    

Quadratic CCs in CWE No loop flow in CWE – Uniqueness 

Linear CCs in Nordic Shortest Path Rule 

Linear CCs with “Big M” on ITVC interconnectors Nordic (resp. CWE) not transit area 

Linear CCs with “Big M” on GB interconnectors GB not transit area 

Higher linear CC on SE1-FI 
Prioritization of Fennoskan over 
northern route 

Higher linear CCs on DK DC intercos DK DC prioritization rules 
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Equal linear CCs (other interconnectors) 
No other prioritization between 
interconnections 

Small quadratic CC on every interconnector17 Uniqueness property 
 
In particular it is proposed to have non-zero quadratic cost coefficients even in Nordic 
interconnections, so that uniqueness property is always guaranteed. 
 
The fulfilment of the requirements imposes some orders of magnitude between cost 
coefficients. For instance if big M value is not big enough compared to the other cost 
coefficients, Nordic (resp. CWE) might be a transit area in some cases. 
 
The results which are related to the so called ICC values concern the cost coefficient values 
which are proposed under option 3 as candidates for production values (see section on 
cost coefficients values). 
 
The analysis below holds for option 3 and for each separate calculation step in options 4 
and 5. 

6.2.1. Numerical precision of the flow calculation process 

The flow calculation process is always performed with a given level of numerical precision. 
It is assumed that flows are calculated up to 5th decimals exactly18; the other decimals 
being not relevant. 
 
In other words, when a flow fflow fflow fflow f is calculated, we get the following output:  

f = x + epsf = x + epsf = x + epsf = x + eps,,,, 
where xxxx is the relevant flow output (x x x x ≥ ≥ ≥ ≥ 1e1e1e1e----5555) and eps < 1eeps < 1eeps < 1eeps < 1e----5555....    
 
In the objective function19, CWE terms are equal to q.f1²q.f1²q.f1²q.f1² and Nordic terms are equal to p.f2p.f2p.f2p.f2    
(f1 denotes a CWE flow and f2 denotes a Nordic flow); when summed together, one 
obtains: 
 q.f1² + p.f2q.f1² + p.f2q.f1² + p.f2q.f1² + p.f2        = q.(x1 + eps1)² + p.(x2 + eps2)= q.(x1 + eps1)² + p.(x2 + eps2)= q.(x1 + eps1)² + p.(x2 + eps2)= q.(x1 + eps1)² + p.(x2 + eps2) 
            = q.x1² + p.x2 + = q.x1² + p.x2 + = q.x1² + p.x2 + = q.x1² + p.x2 + 2q.x1.eps1 + p.eps2 + q.eps1²2q.x1.eps1 + p.eps2 + q.eps1²2q.x1.eps1 + p.eps2 + q.eps1²2q.x1.eps1 + p.eps2 + q.eps1² 
 
In order to have an efficient calculation of x2, we want the blue terms to be negligible 
compared to p.x2 i.e. 2q.x1.eps1 + p.eps2 + q.eps1² << p.x22q.x1.eps1 + p.eps2 + q.eps1² << p.x22q.x1.eps1 + p.eps2 + q.eps1² << p.x22q.x1.eps1 + p.eps2 + q.eps1² << p.x2 
In particular, we need to have: 2q.x1.eps1 << p.x22q.x1.eps1 << p.x22q.x1.eps1 << p.x22q.x1.eps1 << p.x2 
 
In other words, even if x1 is high, we need the objective function to be sensitive enough to 
measure the variations in x2 up to 1MW, independently from the value of eps1. The 
numerical example below shows the worst case. 

                                                 
17 This is not possible to implement in initial options 4 and 5; however enhanced options 4 and 5 
allow this property of cost coefficients. 
18 If this level of precision were to be modified, the results of this section should be changed 
accordingly. 
19 In the following, quadratic (resp. linear) coefficients are denoted qqqq (resp. pppp). 
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Numerical result 
 x1 ~ 1e4 (order of magnitude – production ATCs are up to 8000MW); 

x2 = 1; 
eps1 = 1e-5; 

Result: 2e2e2e2e----1.q << p1.q << p1.q << p1.q << p        
    
ICC values: Having q= 100q= 100q= 100q= 100 and p = 1e5p = 1e5p = 1e5p = 1e5 satisfies the property    2e2e2e2e----1.q << p1.q << p1.q << p1.q << p. 

6.2.2. Nordic not transit area – ITVC not transit interconnectors20 

One needs to prevent that a flow between NL and DE might be 
routed through Nordic bidding areas: this property is fulfilled 
when the cost of the routing through ITVC interconnectors is 
higher than the cost of the direct flow: 

2Mx 2Mx 2Mx 2Mx ≥≥≥≥    qx²qx²qx²qx² 
where xxxx is the flow. 
 
In other words, we need 2M 2M 2M 2M ≥≥≥≥    qxqxqxqx, whatever the value of x. The numerical example below 
corresponds to the worst case. 
 
Numerical example.  

x ~ 1e4 (order of magnitude – production ATCs are up to 8000MW); 
Result: 2M 2M 2M 2M ≥≥≥≥    q.1e4q.1e4q.1e4q.1e4 
 

ICC values: Having q = 100 q = 100 q = 100 q = 100 (resp. 1e41e41e41e4) and M = 1e6 M = 1e6 M = 1e6 M = 1e6 (resp. 1e81e81e81e8) satisfies the property. 

6.2.3. CWE not transit area – ITVC not transit interconnectors 

Conversely one needs to prevent that an internal flow 
between Nordic bidding areas might be routed through DE: 
this property is fulfilled when the cost of the routing 
through DE via two ITVC interconnectors is higher than the 
cost of the indirect flow through any route between Nordic 
bidding areas:  

2M 2M 2M 2M ----    np np np np ≥ ≥ ≥ ≥ 2nx2nx2nx2nx    21 
where xxxx is the flow; nnnn is the number of interconnectors in 
the indirect route between Nordic bidding areas; pppp is the linear cost coefficient over 
Nordic interconnectors. The numerical example below shows the worst case. 
 
Numerical example.  

x ~ 1e4 (order of magnitude – production ATCs are up to 8000MW); 
n = 11 (maximum number of transit interconnections); 

                                                 
20 The same results hold to prevent IFA and BritNed from being transit interconnectors 
21 The inequality is derived from the minimization of the following objective function:  

J(y) = nqy² + 2q(x-y)² + npy + 2M(x-y), 
where x is the flow; y is the part of the flow which is routed through Nordic; the equality reflects 
that we want y ≥ x. 

DENL

DE

DK2 SE4
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p = 1e5 (order of magnitude); 
Result: 2M >= 1.1e6 + 2.2e52M >= 1.1e6 + 2.2e52M >= 1.1e6 + 2.2e52M >= 1.1e6 + 2.2e5 
 

ICC values: M = 1e6M = 1e6M = 1e6M = 1e6 satisfies the property. 

6.2.4. Shortest Path Rule 

A secure way to ensure the uniqueness property is to set a quadratic cost coefficient on 
every interconnector, including Nordic interconnector. In addition to the uniqueness 
property, this might also ease the calculation. 
 
However, it has been highlighted above that setting quadratic coefficients is not 
compatible with the Shortest Path Rule: we want the numerical effect of these quadratic 
coefficients in Nordic interconnectors to be negligible. 
 
Assume three bidding areas; a transmission of 
energy equal to xxxx. The flow is split into yyyy 
through the direct route and xxxx----yyyy through the 
indirect route. We want y = xy = xy = xy = x and xxxx----y < 1y < 1y < 1y < 1. The 
objective function is: 

J = q.y² + 2q.(xJ = q.y² + 2q.(xJ = q.y² + 2q.(xJ = q.y² + 2q.(x----y)² + p.y + 2p.(xy)² + p.y + 2p.(xy)² + p.y + 2p.(xy)² + p.y + 2p.(x----y)y)y)y)    
The minimum corresponds to: 

y = 2/3.x + p/6qy = 2/3.x + p/6qy = 2/3.x + p/6qy = 2/3.x + p/6q    
Since we want y = xy = xy = xy = x, we need: p/6q >= x/3 i.e. p p p p ≥ ≥ ≥ ≥ 2q.x2q.x2q.x2q.x whatever the value of x. The 
numerical example below shows the worst case. 
 
Numerical example 

x ~ 1e4 (order of magnitude – production ATCs are up to 8000MW); 
q = 1; 

We obtain: p p p p ≥ 2e4≥ 2e4≥ 2e4≥ 2e4 in Nordic interconnectors 
 

ICC values: Having q = 1q = 1q = 1q = 1 and p = p = p = p = 1e51e51e51e5 satisfies the property: uniqueness is guaranteed and 
the Shortest Path Rule applies on rounded flow values. 

6.3. Description of Description of Description of Description of the the the the different setdifferent setdifferent setdifferent setssss    of of of of Cost CoefficientsCost CoefficientsCost CoefficientsCost Coefficients    addressed foraddressed foraddressed foraddressed for    Option 3Option 3Option 3Option 3    

In this section candidate cost coefficient values are proposed to be used in production 
from go-live. The numerical values are detailed in Annex 1: Cost Coefficient Values. We 
consider the following sets of cost coefficient values: 
 

• CC#0CC#0CC#0CC#0 
This is the original set of cost coefficients in the Run#1 of the Losses Study22; they 
were not defined to meet clear requirements and issues were reported (mainly 

                                                 
22 Because the coupling algorithm considers ramping constraints, it is not expected that the 
application of this CC#0 set returns the same flows as those calculated by the production algorithm 
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concerning the uniqueness property). These cost coefficients are not candidate for 
go-live; they are used as a point of comparison. 

 
• CC#1CC#1CC#1CC#1    

This is the set of cost coefficients proposed in the preparatory work before the 
study. The set is defined for some interconnectors only (especially between Nordic 
bidding areas): it was complemented so that calculation could be performed.     
    

• ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1    
This is a set of cost coefficients aiming at satisfying the requirements: 
- The uniqueness of the solution is mathematically guaranteed (thanks to a 

positive quadratic coefficient on every interconnector); 
- No prioritization between routes (except explicitly required); 
- No transit flow through GB, CWE and Nordic when not necessary; 
- Shortest path in Nordic and quadratic split in CWE; 
- Integer values of cost coefficients(including large values possibly causing 

numerical difficulties in theory; such difficulties were not actually observed in 
simulations with the PCR algorithm); 

 
• ICC#2ICC#2ICC#2ICC#2    

This is a similar set of cost coefficients to ICC#1 except: 
- Smaller values for quadratic cost coefficients in CWE tend to limit possible 

numerical difficulties; in particular they allow a smaller “big M” value for ITVC 
interconnector (however side effects arise which are not satisfactory: when it is 
necessary to use DE as transit area for Nordic power transmission, because of 
lack of ATCs in Nordic, a significant flow is routed from DE to the rest of CWE 
instead of being re-routed back to Nordic through the next ITVC 
interconnector which is connected to DE); 

 
The table below shows an overview of the proposed cost coefficients. 
 

Cost Cost Cost Cost 
CoefficientsCoefficientsCoefficientsCoefficients    

AdvantagesAdvantagesAdvantagesAdvantages    DrawbackDrawbackDrawbackDrawbackssss    

CC#0CC#0CC#0CC#0    • Already used for the simulation 
of losses study 

• Not compliant with the TSOs 
requirements 

CC#1CC#1CC#1CC#1    • No change compared to 
historical flow calculation24 

• Easy numerical values 

• Possible issues with the 
uniqueness requirement 

• Extra prioritization rules not 
explicitly required by TSOs 

ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1    • Designed to meet the 
requirements (uniqueness 

• Changes compared to historical 
cases25 

                                                                                                                                            
(the flow calculation by the ad-hoc tool in this study does not consider ramping constraints: every 
hour is independent). 
24 The principles are the same as in the current flow calculation; after coupling, flow results will 
change anyway because the process changes (flow calculation on the whole network topology). 
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property) 
• No artificial prioritizations 

• Large numerical values 

ICC#2ICC#2ICC#2ICC#2    • Designed to meet the 
requirements (uniqueness 
property) 

• No artificial prioritizations 

• Changes compared to historical 
cases25 

• Possible side effects due to 
smaller values 

Since the set CC#0 is not compliant with the TSOs requirements, it is not further 

addressed. Only sets CC#1, ICC#1 and ICC#2 are further investigated in the following 

sections. 

6.4. Results from Built Cases Results from Built Cases Results from Built Cases Results from Built Cases ––––    Option 3Option 3Option 3Option 3    

Results are shown by means of graphs, which can be read as follows: 
- Prices are written under bidding area names in white; 
- Net positions are written next to bidding areas in blue; 
- Flows are written next to interconnection arrows in red; 
- When a flow is written in white within a red box, the interconnector is 

congested; 
- It can happen that the net position slightly differs from the sum of flows: this is 

caused by rounding; 

6.4.1. Shortest Path Rule 

 
The ICC#1 and ICC#2 sets of cost coefficients satisfy the Shortest Path Rule between the 
Nordic bidding areas. The fulfillment of the Shortest Path Rule can be observed on the 
following examples (among others): 

• Power transmission between NO2 and NO4; 
• Power transmission between NO4 and DK1; 
• Power transmission between SE1 and SE4; 
• Power transmission between NO2 and FI; 

 

Example from the NO2-NO4 Built 
Case: when no interconnector is 
congested, the flow is routed through 
NO3 and NO1, which is the Shortest 
Path. 

 
If the NO1-NO3 interconnector has no 
capacity, the flow is routed through 
SE2 and SE1, which corresponds to the next shortest route available. 
 

                                                                                                                                            
25 The main change in the principle is related to the lack of prioritization between Nordic paths of 
the same length. 
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In this case, there are two shortest routes of 
length 4: through NO1 and through DK1A. 
However, the DK DC interconnector 
prioritization rule then applies and makes the 
route through NO1 of higher priority. 
 
 

6.4.2. Sweden-Finland Prioritization Rule 

 
The ICC#1 and ICC#2 sets of cost coefficients satisfy the SE-FI Prioritization Rule: SE1-FI 
interconnector has a second rank priority compared to other interconnectors. The 
fulfillment of the SE-FI Prioritization Rule can be observed on the following examples 
(among others): 

• Power transmission between SE3 and FI; 
• Power transmission between NO2 and FI; 

 
Example from the SE3-FI Built Case: when no ATC constraint 
applies, the Fennoskan interconnector is used first.  

 
When the ATC of Fennoskan is 
not sufficient, the northern route 
is used: if the power transmission 
is equal to 100MW and if Fennoskan has only 10MW ATC, 
then the flow through the SE1-FI interconnector is 90MW. 
 
N.B. NO4-FI line exists for modeling purposes (as part of 2011 

production data) but is not involved in the power transmission. 
 

6.4.3. DK DC interconnectors prioritization rules 

 
The ICC#1 and ICC#2 sets of cost coefficients satisfy the requirement. The fulfillment of the 
DK DC interconnectors prioritization rules can be observed on the following examples: 

• Power transmission between NO2 and SE4; 
• Power transmission between NO2 and FI; 

 
Example from the NO2-SE4 Built Case: when no ATC 
constraint applies, the route through NO1 is loaded up 
to 100MW; the other routes have no load. When the 
NO2-NO1 interconnection has no capacity, the flow is 
routed through the NO2-DK1A-SE3-SE4 route, with 
still no flow on the route through DK1 and DK2. Only 
when no capacity exists on the DK1A-SE3 
interconnector, then the flow is routed through the 
DK1-DK2 route. 
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6.4.4. CWE not a transit area for Nordic internal transmissions unless necessary 

 
The ICC#1 and ICC#2 sets of cost coefficients satisfy the requirement: flows are routed 
through ITVC interconnectors only when no other route is available. The fulfillment of the 
requirement can be observed on the power transmission between NO4 and NO2. 
 
The example shows a power transmission 
of 100MW from NO4 to NO2. When no 
ATC constraint applies, the Shortest Path 
through NO3 and NO1 is used.  
 
If the NO3-NO1 interconnection shows no 
available capacity the next shortest route is 
used. It uses the NO4-SE2 interconnection.  
 

Now assume that the NO4-SE2 also have 
zero available capacity: the flow from 
NO4 to SE2 can take two routes of length 
2: through NO3 and through SE1. As 
there is no prioritization between these 
two routes of same length, the flow is 
split between these two routes equally. 
 
Between SE3 and NO2, two shortest 

routes of length 2 exist: through NO1 and through DK1A. However the DK DC 
interconnector prioritization rule sets a higher priority to the route through NO1. 
 
Now assume that no capacity exists on the 
following interconnections (which is still an 
example, not a realistic configuration in 
production): 

- NO3-NO1; 
- NO4-SE2; 
- SE3-NO1; 
- SE3-DK1A; 
- DK1-DK2; 

Then there is no possibility to route the flow 
but through DE: in such a configuration, it is 
necessary to use (part of) CWE as a transit 
area and the model allows it at last resort. 
 
An important remark is the following: as soon as soon as soon as soon 
as part of the CWE network is used, the whole as part of the CWE network is used, the whole as part of the CWE network is used, the whole as part of the CWE network is used, the whole 
CWE network gets involved CWE network gets involved CWE network gets involved CWE network gets involved because of the because of the because of the because of the 
model used in CWEmodel used in CWEmodel used in CWEmodel used in CWE.... Indeed quadratic 
coefficients tend to limit the possibility of an 
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interconnector with high flow value whereas the other interconnectors would have no 
flow; a consequence of this effect is the split of the flow over all interconnectors in the 
CWE network. The magnitude of this effect depends on the magnitude of the quadratic 
cost coefficients, which is addressed below. 
 
The ICC#1 (resp. ICC#2) set of cost coefficients has quadratic cost coefficients in CWE 
which are equal to 20 000 (resp. 200). This change in quadratic CWE cost coefficients 
results in the following utilization of the CWE network when one bidding area is used as a 
transit area. 
 
The first picture corresponds to ICC#1. High quadratic 
cost coefficients in CWE prevent an important 
utilization of the CWE network as a transit area 
(even though a transit through DE is necessary).  
 
Only a small part of the flow (8 MW; of which 2MW 
are routed through FR and BE) is routed through 
the CWE network and back to NO2 through the 
NL-NO2 interconnection. 
 
The second picture illustrates the effect of the ICC#2 
quadratic cost coefficients in CWE. The utilization of 
the route back through DK1 is no longer possible and 
the flow is entirely routed through CWE and 
then back through the NL-NO2 interconnection.  
 
Within the CWE network, the split is still 75% / 25% 
between the direct DE-NL route and the indirect 
route through FR and BE: the effect is that a 
significant part of the flow (i.e. 25MW) is 
routed through FR and BE although only DE should 
be a transit area in this case.  
 
This effect of involving the CWE network to a large 
extent as soon as DE is used as a transit area can 
be seen as a a a a limitation in the fulfillment of thelimitation in the fulfillment of thelimitation in the fulfillment of thelimitation in the fulfillment of the    
requirement byrequirement byrequirement byrequirement by    the ICC#2the ICC#2the ICC#2the ICC#2 set of cost coefficients. 

6.4.5. Nordic not a transit area – Nordic and GB routes with same priority  

 
The ICC#1 and ICC#2 sets of cost coefficients satisfy the requirement: 
flows are routed through ITVC interconnectors only when no other 
route is available. The fulfilment of the requirement can be observed 
on power transmission between DE and NL. 
 

ICC#1 

ICC#2 
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When there is no ATC constraint, the flow is routed within the CWE network through the 
direct and the indirect routes according to the quadratic cost coefficients26. 
 
When no ATC exists on NL-DE and NL-BE interconnectors, the flow can be routed 
through the GB or the Nordic route. Precisely, the two following routes have the same 
priority as required in the list of requirements: 

- NL-GB2-GB1-FR; 
- NL-NO2-DK1A-DK1-DE; 

For a power transmission to DE, the route through GB needs to use the FR-DE 
interconnection in addition. Therefore the Nordic route will be used in this case27. The 
picture below shows this flow pattern when the ICC#1 set of cost coefficients applies. 
 
When the ICC#2 set of cost coefficients applies, the quadratic cost coefficients in the FR-
DE interconnection is lower and a small part of the flow is routed through the GB route. 
Symmetrically, for a power transmission between NL and FR, a small part of the flow 
would be routed through the Nordic route. 
 
This is not a limitation of the requirement as such, since the Nordic and the GB routes still 
have the same sum of cost coefficients; however this leakage effect through the other 
route can be seen as a minor shortcoming of the ICC#2 set of cost coefficients. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Last, when only one route between GB and Nordic route has available capacity, then the 
other route is used as expected. 

 

                                                 
26 This does not change from the current flow calculation in CWE. 
27 Conversely, a flow from NL to FR would use the GB route with higher priority. 

ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1    ICC#ICC#ICC#ICC#2222    
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6.4.6. GB not a transit area for CWE internal transmissions unless necessary 

 
The ICC#1 and ICC#2 sets of cost coefficients satisfy the requirement: flows are routed 
through IFA and BritNed interconnectors only when no other route is available. The 
fulfillment of the requirement can be observed on the following example 

• Power transmission between DE and NL (see sub-section above); 
• Power transmission between FR and NL; 
• Power transmission between FR and NO2; 

 

Example from a power transmission from FR to NO2: when 
no ATC constraint applies, the flow is routed through CWE 
(with a 50/50 split due to quadratic coefficients) and then 
from NL to NO2. 
 
When the NL-NO2 interconnection is not available, the 
following route is used: DE-DK1-DK1A-NO2. The GB route 
is never used since GB is not involved in the transmission 
and other routes with sufficient capacity exist.  
 
 

 
Now let us consider the balance between IFA and BritNed when 
flow is routed from/to GB to/from the continent. 
 
The first example shows a power transmission of 50MW from GB1 
and GB2 each simultaneously to DE. In this case, IFA and BritNed 
are naturally loaded at 50MW both.  
 

In the second example, we know consider a power transmission of 
100MW from GB1 only to DE. We observe that the flow is split 
between IFA and BritNed, by means of the virtual interconnector 
between GB1 and GB2. The advantage of the ICC#1 and ICC#2 is 
that the virtual interconnector has hardly any cost28 so that it used 
with higher priority to balance the net positions of GB1 and GB2. 

Hence the virtual interconnector has a flow of 50MW from GB1 to GB2 so that IFA and 
BritNed again have a flow of 50MW each. In other words, the flow has been split equally 
between IFA and BritNed. 
 
Now let us consider a more complex configuration (from production data 2011 Nov 20 h6).  
In this example, FR is exporting whereas the other CWE bidding areas are importing; GB1 
and GB2 are also importing both. The utilization of the virtual interconnector between GB1 
and GB2 allows the flow from FR to GB to be routed through IFA. As NL is also importing, 
no flow is routed from NL to GB2; conversely, since GB cannot be a transit area unless 

                                                 
28 The cost coefficient of the virtual interconnector is limited to the small quadratic cost coefficient 
which applies on every interconnector in order to ensure the uniqueness property. 
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necessary, no flow is routed from GB2 to NL. 
Hence the configuration results in a large flow 
value in IFA and a zero load on BritNed. 
 
In such a configuration, trying to balance the 
load on IFA and BritNed would result in the 
utilization of CWE replacing the virtual 
interconnector as a transit area between GB1 
and GB2. Limiting the flow on the virtual 
interconnector does not appear to be logical 
from the perspective of the grid management; 
this alternative solution cannot be 
implemented in production. 

 
A similar example (still from production data; 2011 Nov 7 
h6) can be shown when GB1 and GB2 are not exporting or 
importing simultaneously. Now GB1 is exporting whereas 
GB2 is importing; GB is globally exporting. The ICC#1 and 
ICC#2 sets of cost coefficients allow the utilization of the 
virtual interconnector to balance GB1 and GB2 net 
positions. In addition, the example shows a FR bidding area 
highly exporting. Then no flow from GB1 to FR is logical and 

the export from GB to NL is made through BritNed. 
 
Again the alternative flow solution limits the utilization of the virtual interconnector to 
balance GB1 and GB2 net positions (only 319MW from GB1 to GB2); so that an export 
occurs from GB1 to FR through IFA and CWE is even more loaded (with BE-NL congested 
at 1476MW) as a replacement of the GB virtual interconnector in transmitting power from 
GB1 to NL.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Such an effect is accepted in this option 3 (there is no specific TSO requirement on the 
distribution of the flow on the GB Interconnectors); however it appears to be against a 
new TSO requirement when option 5 applies (option 5 will seek therefore to correct this 
effect). 

6.4.7. Overview of the fulfilment of the requirement by cost coefficient sets for option 3 

 
The table below summarizes how the TSOs requirements are fulfilled by the sets of cost 
coefficients for option 3: 
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RequirementsRequirementsRequirementsRequirements    CC#1CC#1CC#1CC#1    (1)(1)(1)(1) ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1 ICC#2ICC#2ICC#2ICC#2 

SESESESE----FI prioritization rulesFI prioritization rulesFI prioritization rulesFI prioritization rules � (2) � � 

DK DC interconnector prioritization rulesDK DC interconnector prioritization rulesDK DC interconnector prioritization rulesDK DC interconnector prioritization rules � (3) � � 

Shortest Path Rule in Nordic networkShortest Path Rule in Nordic networkShortest Path Rule in Nordic networkShortest Path Rule in Nordic network � � � 

CWE not a transit arCWE not a transit arCWE not a transit arCWE not a transit area for Nordic transmissionsea for Nordic transmissionsea for Nordic transmissionsea for Nordic transmissions � � � (4) 
Nordic not a transit area for CWE transmissionsNordic not a transit area for CWE transmissionsNordic not a transit area for CWE transmissionsNordic not a transit area for CWE transmissions � � � 

GB not a transit areaGB not a transit areaGB not a transit areaGB not a transit area � � � 

Uniqueness propertyUniqueness propertyUniqueness propertyUniqueness property � (5) � � 

Transit flows through GB and Nordic with same priorityTransit flows through GB and Nordic with same priorityTransit flows through GB and Nordic with same priorityTransit flows through GB and Nordic with same priority � (3) � � 
 

(1) CC#1 satisfies extra prioritization rules non requested by TSOs: indeed uniqueness 
is achieved by means of many different linear cost coefficients, which results into 
many extra prioritization effects; 

 
(2) CC#1 was not designed to meet the removal of FI-NO4 but this could be achieved 

without difficulty; 
 

(3) CC#1 was not designed to meet the requirement but could without difficulty; 
 

(4) The partial fulfilment of the requirement is caused by comparatively small 
quadratic coefficients in CWE in order to avoid possible numerical difficulties; 
 

(5) Uniqueness is not mathematically guaranteed since the objective function is not 
strictly convex but linear: this is an intrinsic flaw of these cost coefficients; however 
the tuning of cost coefficients in Nordic result into a unique solution as far as Built 
Cases made it possible to conclude; 
 

6.4.8. Another element of comparison between ICC#1 and ICC#2 

 
Previous sub-sections show that having higher quadratic coefficients in CWE (which 
corresponds to ICC#1) is preferable, especially with regards to using CWE as a transit area. 
 
However, this also has some consequences in North-South flows, which is illustrated by 
the example below. Although the results below show no violation of the requirements, the 
flow pattern is worth noticing. 
 
The example shows a power transmission of 100MW from FR to FI. The first sub-case has 
no ATC constraint. With the ICC#2 set of cost coefficients, the quadratic coefficients are 
not that high; after splitting in CWE as usual, the flow is routed through DE and then 
through the shortest path: SE4-SE3-FI; which includes the fulfilment of the Sweden-Finland 
prioritization rule. 
 
With the ICC#1 set of cost coefficients, the quadratic coefficients are higher: after splitting 
in CWE, the flow which has been routed through NL is costly to be routed back through 
DE: the main part (27MW) is then routed through NO2; and then through the shortest 
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path from NO2 to FI, including the fulfilment of the DK DC interconnector prioritization 
rule. 
 

 
 
Now we consider a second sub-case: we assume that the NO1-SE3 and DK1A-SE3 
interconnectors have no available capacity. This network constraint has no impact on the 
results when ICC#2 applies since these interconnectors were not involved in the power 
transmission. When ICC#1 applies, the part of the flow which is routed through NO2 is 
lower (13MW instead of 27MW); the reason is twofold: 

- The DK1-DK2 route has less priority than the route through NO3: hence the 
flow which is routed through NO2 must go through NO3; 

- Flowing through NO3 from NO2 to SE3 has a higher cost since there are 4 
interconnectors to cross instead of 2 before; 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1    ICC#ICC#ICC#ICC#2222    

ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1    
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Now we consider a third sub-case: we assume that, in addition to the ATC reduction 
above, the SE3-FI interconnector has 10MW available capacity only. When ICC#2 applies, 
the expected effect from the Sweden-Finland prioritization rule is observed. 
 
When ICC#1 applies, we retrieve 27MW routed through NO2 
and NO4 because of the following reasons: 

- The route from NO2 to FI through NO3 must use 
the SE1-FI interconnector (because of lack of 
capacity on Fennoskan); 

- From NO3 to SE1, two routes of length 2 are 
available: through NO4 and through SE2; 

- However, because of the non-prioritization 
between these routes, the load should be split as 
equally as possible between these interconnections; 
since the SE2-SE1 interconnection is already loaded (up to 63MW) by the flow 
from SE3, no equal split is possible and the flow from NO3 is entirely routed 
through NO4; 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
As a conclusion of the example, it can be highlighted that despite good properties the 
ICC#1 set of cost coefficients can show unexpected flow patterns though in line with the 
requirements. The effect described above has been artificially neutralized in ICC#2, which 
leads to other shortcomings as shown above. This effect is intrinsically linked to the model 
of option 3 and disappears with options 4 and 5 (see section 6.7.8 on options 4 and 5). 

6.5. Quantitative Quantitative Quantitative Quantitative Results from Results from Results from Results from 2011 2011 2011 2011 Production Data Production Data Production Data Production Data ––––    Option 3Option 3Option 3Option 3    

The quantitative results in this section have been obtained from a tool implemented for 
the purpose of the study; this flow calculation tool is not the PCR algorithm. These results 
show total flow quantities per (groups of) interconnections over the whole set of 

ICC#ICC#ICC#ICC#2222    

ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1    
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considered 2011 production data. Then TSOs can derive indications related to the 
associated firmness risk29. Flow quantities are output in MWh. 
 
Different convergence cases are compared from the period in 2011 with the new topology: 

• Full price convergence – 2 hours; 
• Nordic price convergence (excluding Baltic) – 618 hours; 
• CWE-GB price convergence – 636 hours; 
• CWE price convergence – 1054 hours; 

 
Each hour in these cases is run with the following set of cost coefficients: CC#0; CC#1; 
ICC#1; ICC#2. 
 
The Flow Quantity (summed over the calculated hours) is provided for the following 
groups of interconnectors: 

• IFA; 
• BritNed; 
• ITVC interconnectors; 
• Nordic interconnectors; 
• CWE interconnectors; 

6.5.1. IFA and BritNed 

 
Convergence Convergence Convergence Convergence 

CaseCaseCaseCase    
InterconnectionInterconnectionInterconnectionInterconnection    CC#0CC#0CC#0CC#0    CC#1CC#1CC#1CC#1    ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1    ICC#2ICC#2ICC#2ICC#2    

FFFFull Convergenceull Convergenceull Convergenceull Convergence    IFA 1 170 710 710 710 
CWECWECWECWE----GBGBGBGB    IFA 362 975 321 752 321 744 321 850 
CWECWECWECWE    IFA 538 740 497 037 497 029 497 135 
NordicNordicNordicNordic    IFA 319 601 305 255 305 252 305 408 
 
Example: over hours with CWE-GB price convergence, the sum of flows on IFA (cumulated 

in both directions) is equal to 362 975MWh when the CC#0 set of cost coefficients applies. 

 
Convergence Convergence Convergence Convergence 

CaseCaseCaseCase    
InterconnectionInterconnectionInterconnectionInterconnection    CC#0CC#0CC#0CC#0    CC#1CC#1CC#1CC#1    ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1    ICC#2ICC#2ICC#2ICC#2    

Full ConvergenceFull ConvergenceFull ConvergenceFull Convergence    BritNed 1 223 682 682 682 
CWECWECWECWE----GBGBGBGB    BritNed 296 063 227 268 227 269 227 169 
CWECWECWECWE    BritNed 553 554 484 279 484 280 484 180 
NordicNordicNordicNordic    BritNed 337 453 310 028 310 030 309 877 

 
The following observations can be made: 

                                                 
29 Since the flow calculation in this study considers hours as independent from each other (in 
particular, no ramping constraint applies), flow results do not reflect the exact production results. 
Flow quantities must be taken only as an approximation of production flows. 
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• Comparing CC#0 and CC#1, imposing a “big M” value on IFA and BritNed 
decreases the firmness risk in all hours: the sum of flows is lower than when CC#0 
applies; this shows that GB is no longer a transit area; 
 

• The CC#0, ICC#1 and ICC#2 sets of cost coefficients show the same firmness risk; 

6.5.2. ITVC interconnectors 

 
Convergence Convergence Convergence Convergence 

CaseCaseCaseCase    
InterconnectionInterconnectionInterconnectionInterconnection    CC#0CC#0CC#0CC#0    CC#1CC#1CC#1CC#1    ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1    ICC#2ICC#2ICC#2ICC#2    

Full ConvergenceFull ConvergenceFull ConvergenceFull Convergence    ITVC 1 540 1 157 1 157 1 157 
CWECWECWECWE----GBGBGBGB    ITVC 1 383 495 1 371 994 1 371 996 1 371 995 
CWECWECWECWE    ITVC 2 278 645 2 249 894 2 249 897 2 249 896 
NordicNordicNordicNordic    ITVC 1 398 407 1 373 806 1 373 806 1 373 807 
 
The following observations can be made: 
 

• Comparing CC#0 and CC#1, imposing a “big M” value on ITVC interconnectors 
decreases the firmness risk in all hours: the sum of flows is lower than when CC#0 
applies; this shows that ITVC interconnectors are no longer transit interconnectors; 
hence CWE (resp. Nordic) is no longer a transit area; 

 
• The CC#0, ICC#1 and ICC#2 sets of cost coefficients show the same firmness risk 

on ITVC interconnectors considered as a whole; 

6.5.3. CWE interconnectors 

 
Convergence Convergence Convergence Convergence 

CaseCaseCaseCase    
InterconnectionInterconnectionInterconnectionInterconnection    CC#0CC#0CC#0CC#0    CC#1CC#1CC#1CC#1    ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1    ICC#2ICC#2ICC#2ICC#2    

Full ConvergenceFull ConvergenceFull ConvergenceFull Convergence    CWE 4 623 5 766 5 766 5 991 
CWECWECWECWE----GBGBGBGB    CWE 1 748 062 1 824 148 1 824 140 1 829 479 
CWECWECWECWE    CWE 3 108 249 3 193 756 3 193 750 3 201 519 
NordicNordicNordicNordic    CWE 2 216 882 2 258 939 2 258 937 2 261 736 
 
The following observations can be made: 
 

• Comparing CC#0 and CC#1, imposing a “big M” value on IFA, BritNed and ITVC 
interconnectors prevents the use of GB and Nordic as transit areas: the sum of 
internal CWE flows is higher than when CC#0 applies; 

 
• The ICC#2 set of cost coefficients show a (slightly) higher firmness risk than ICC#1 

and CC#1 (e.g. 1 829GWh instead of 1 824GWh in CWE-GB convergence hours); 
this reflects the observation we made about the limitation of the fulfilment of the 
“CWE not a transit area” requirement; intuitively, reducing the quadratic cost 
coefficients on CWE interconnectors tend to use them more easily; 
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6.5.4. Nordic interconnectors 

 
Convergence Convergence Convergence Convergence 

CaseCaseCaseCase    
InterconnectionInterconnectionInterconnectionInterconnection    CC#0CC#0CC#0CC#0    CC#1CC#1CC#1CC#1    ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1    ICC#2ICC#2ICC#2ICC#2    

Full ConvergenceFull ConvergenceFull ConvergenceFull Convergence    Nordic 22 330 22 738 22 738 22 288 
CWECWECWECWE----GBGBGBGB    Nordic 11 113 731 11 046 815 11 053 895 11 039 187 
CWECWECWECWE    Nordic 18 199 000 18 100 887 18 119 595 18 099 370 
NordicNordicNordicNordic    Nordic 8 853 601 8 758 208 8 785 639 8 779 996 
 
The following observations can be made: 
 

• Comparing CC#0 and CC#1, imposing a “big M” value on ITVC interconnectors 
leads to two opposite effects: 

o This prevents the use of Nordic as transit area: the sum of Nordic flows is 
lower than when CC#0 applies; 

o Not using CWE a transit area requires a balancing between the different 
part of the Nordic network, which tends to increase the flows on Nordic 
interconnectors (as shown by the two hours with full price convergence); 

 
• Applying extra prioritization rules (CC#1 compared to ICC#1) results into the 

utilization one preferred route (between routes of the same length): then the total 
flow over all interconnectors as a whole is lower than when no prioritization 
applies; however the firmness risk, though being lower, is not shared between 
interconnectors; 

 
• Comparing ICC#2 to ICC#1, we observe the symmetrical effect30 of the CWE 

increase of flow: the flow in the Nordic network decreases when the CWE 
quadratic cost coefficients decrease, as a result of a higher utilization of the CWE 
network; this observation is in line with the analysis run on Built Cases; 

6.5.5. Balance between IFA and BritNed 

 
This section shows the balance between IFA and BritNed. For each hour and each set of 
cost coefficients, the flow on IFA and BritNed are calculated and the ratio between these 
flows is output. 
 
More precisely, as it can happen that one of these flows is zero, the following ratios are 
calculated: 

IFA Share  = IFA Flow / (IFA Flow + BritNed Flow); 
BritNed Share  = BritNed Flow / (IFA Flow + BritNed Flow); 

 

                                                 
30 If we take the CWE-GB convergence hours, comparing ICC#2 to ICC#1, we observe CWE flows 
increasing by 5GWh and Nordic flows decreasing by 14GWh; these two numbers should not be 
compared since the number of interconnectors to cross for a given power transmission is never the 
same in the two parts of the network. 
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Example: Assume IFA Flow is equal to 80MW and BritNed Flow is equal to 120MW in a 

given hour; then we obtain: IFA Share = 40% and BritNed Share = 60%. 

 
Now we consider the target of option 5 to balance IFA and BritNed flows according to the 
available capacity. We then define a Relative Load (RL) as31: 

IFA Relative Load = IFA Flow / IFA ATC; 
 
Now we can derive a Relative Share as follows: 

IFA Relative Share  = IFA Relative Load / (IFA RL + BritNed RL); 
BritNed Relative Share  = BritNed Relative Load / (IFA RL + BritNed RL); 

 
Example: Still assume that IFA Flow is equal to 80MW and BritNed Flow is equal to 120MW 

in a given hour; now assume that IFA ATC = 100MW whereas BritNed ATC = 200MW. Then 

we obtain: 

- IFA Relative Load = 80%; 

- BritNed Relative Load = 60%; 

We finally have: 

- IFA Relative Share = 57%; 

- BritNed Relative Share = 43%; 

This shows that the Relative Load is not equally shared between the two interconnectors. 

The Relative Share of IFA is higher than 50%: it is comparatively more loaded that BritNed. 

 
The Relative Share shows if an interconnector is comparatively more or less loaded than 
the other one; the target is that they have the same Relative Share equal to 50% when 
flows are in the same direction32. 

 
The table below considers the hours when CWE-GB price convergence occurs. For the 
CC#0, CC#1, ICC#1 and ICC#2 sets of cost coefficients, the Share and Relative Share are 
calculated in each hour with CWE-GB price convergence and the table below shows the 
average values. 
 

Share in CWEShare in CWEShare in CWEShare in CWE----GBGBGBGB    cvgcvgcvgcvg    hourshourshourshours    CC#0CC#0CC#0CC#0    CC#1CC#1CC#1CC#1    ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1    ICC#2ICC#2ICC#2ICC#2    

IFA Average ShareIFA Average ShareIFA Average ShareIFA Average Share 54% 55% 55% 55% 

BritNed Average ShareBritNed Average ShareBritNed Average ShareBritNed Average Share 46% 45% 45% 45% 

IFA Average Relative ShareIFA Average Relative ShareIFA Average Relative ShareIFA Average Relative Share 48% 53% 53% 53% 
BrBrBrBritNed Average Relative ShareitNed Average Relative ShareitNed Average Relative ShareitNed Average Relative Share 52% 47% 47% 47% 
 
The three sets of cost coefficients apply the same “big M” value on IFA and BritNed and 
hardly any cost coefficient on the GB1-GB2 virtual interconnector. Then the average 
sharing of the load between IFA and BritNed does not significantly vary between the three 
                                                 
31 By convention, the Share (resp. the Relative Share) is equal to zero when Flow is equal to zero 
even if both flows are zero (resp. even if ATC is zero). 
32 Prices and/or Net Positions can force BritNed flow to be from GB to NL whereas IFA is forced to 
be from FR to GB, or conversely. In such a configuration where GB is a transit area, there is no point 
at calculating such ratios. 
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sets of cost coefficients. In addition, even when the application of different cost coefficients 
among CC#1, ICC#1 and ICC#2 results into a change in flows in a given hour, the variation 
is up to a few MWh, which does not significantly change the sharing of the load.  
 
The main observation is that flows are already almost balanced on IFA and BritNed for this 
specific year of simulation (but there is no guarantee that it would be the same outcome 
post NWE go-live). Moreover, the average ratios above do not prevent the relative load 
between IFA and BritNed to be completely different in a given hour (e.g. IFA has 100% of 
the load and BritNed 0%): imposing an identical relative load on IFA and BritNed in each 
hour is achieved in option 5 only (see section 6.8.5). 

6.6. Description of Description of Description of Description of Candidate Cost CoefficiCandidate Cost CoefficiCandidate Cost CoefficiCandidate Cost Coefficients ents ents ents ––––    OptionOptionOptionOptionssss    4444    (as first foreseen by TSO(as first foreseen by TSO(as first foreseen by TSO(as first foreseen by TSOssss    and then and then and then and then 

enhanced)enhanced)enhanced)enhanced)    andandandand    Option Option Option Option 5555    (as foreseen by TSOs) (as foreseen by TSOs) (as foreseen by TSOs) (as foreseen by TSOs)     

This section shows cost coefficient values which have been tested in the perspective of a 
possible future implementation. The numerical values are detailed in Annex 1: Cost 
Coefficient Values. We consider the following options and corresponding sets of cost 
coefficient values: 
 

• Initial Option 4 with Initial Option 4 with Initial Option 4 with Initial Option 4 with coefficientcoefficientcoefficientcoefficient    setsetsetset    CCCC4444####1111 
The set of coefficients aims at fulfilling the requirements in the frame of the initial 
specifications of option 4. Some requirements are not fulfilled in this frame33: 

‒ When DE must be used as a transit area for Nordic flows, a large part of 
the flow is routed through CWE, causing CWE to be used as a transit area 
(similar to ICC#2 – Option 3); 

‒ GB is used as a transit area in some cases; 
 

In addition, the GB virtual interconnector is not used as much as possible (even in 
an unexpected direction in some cases), causing CWE to be a transit area; 

 
• EnEnEnEnhanced Option 4 with hanced Option 4 with hanced Option 4 with hanced Option 4 with coefficientcoefficientcoefficientcoefficient    setsetsetset    CCCC4444####2222    

The set of coefficients aims at fulfilling the requirements in an enhanced modeling 
of option 4: a combined modeling (similar to that of option 3) is used in each 
calculation step. The calculation process still proceeds to: 
- The calculation of flows in the Nordic part of the network as a first step; 
- The calculation of flows in CWE and GB interconnectors in a second step; 
The set of coefficients fulfills all requirements and is a possible candidate for 
implementation; in addition, it also solves the unexpected flow pattern which is 
observed in section (1). 
    

• Initial Option 5 with Initial Option 5 with Initial Option 5 with Initial Option 5 with coefficientcoefficientcoefficientcoefficient    setsetsetset    C5C5C5C5#1#1#1#1    
The set of coefficients aims at fulfilling the requirements in the frame of the initial 
specifications of option 5. Some requirements are not fulfilled in this frame33: 

                                                 
33 This is not surprising if one considers that option 4 (and also option 5) has been designed prior 
to the definition of the requirements. 
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‒ When DE must be used as a transit area for Nordic flows, a large part of 
the flow is routed through CWE, causing CWE to be used as a transit area 
(similar to ICC#2 – Option 3); 

‒ GB is used as a transit area in some cases; 
 

In addition, the GB virtual interconnector is not used as much as possible (even in 
an unexpected direction in some cases), causing CWE to be a transit area; 

 
It should be noted that an enhanced option 5 could be further investigated to remove the 
observed drawbacks. 
 
The table below shows an overview of the proposed cost coefficients. 
 
 

Cost Cost Cost Cost 
CoefficientsCoefficientsCoefficientsCoefficients    

AdvantagesAdvantagesAdvantagesAdvantages    DrawbackDrawbackDrawbackDrawback    

CCCC4444#1#1#1#1    • No change compared to 
historical flow calculation34 

• Easy numerical values 
• In line with initial specifications 

• The fulfillment of some 
requirements is not or 
approximately met 

C4C4C4C4####2222    • Requirements are fulfilled 
• Easy numerical values 

• Changes compared to initial 
specifications of option 4 

C5C5C5C5####1111    • Easy numerical values 
• In line with initial specifications 
• The IFA/BN pro-rata 

requirement is met 

• The fulfillment of some 
requirements is not or 
approximately met 

6.7. ResResResResults from Built Cults from Built Cults from Built Cults from Built Cases ases ases ases ––––    OptionOptionOptionOptions 4s 4s 4s 4----5555    

6.7.1. Shortest Path Rule 

 
The C4#1; C4#2 and C5#1 sets of cost coefficients satisfy the Shortest Path Rule between 
the Nordic bidding areas. The fulfillment of the Shortest Path Rule can be observed on the 
following examples (among others): 
 

• Power transmission between NO2 and NO435; 
• Power transmission between NO4 and DK1; 
• Power transmission between SE1 and SE4; 
• Power transmission between NO2 and FI; 

 
 
 

                                                 
34 The principles are the same as in the current flow calculation; after coupling, flow results will 
change anyway because the process changes (flow calculation on the whole network topology). 
35  See results on option 3. 
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Example from the NO4-DK1 Built Case: when no 
interconnector is congested, the flow is routed 
through SE2, SE3 and DK1A, which is the Shortest 
Path. 
 
If the SE3-DK1A interconnector has insufficient 
capacity, the flow is routed through NO3; NO1 
and NO2, which corresponds to the next shortest 
route available. 
 
  
When the NO2-DK1A interconnector also has 
insufficient capacity, then the next shortest route 
available is through SE4 and DK2. 
 
 
 
 
 
  

6.7.2. Sweden-Finland Prioritization Rule 

 
The C4#1; C4#2 and C5#1 sets of cost coefficients satisfy the SE-FI Prioritization Rule: the 
SE1-FI interconnector has a second rank priority compared to other interconnectors. The 
fulfillment of the SE-FI Prioritization Rule can be observed on the following examples 
(among others): 

• Power transmission between SE3 and FI: the requirement is a particular case of the 
Shortest Path rule; 
 

• Power transmission between SE1 and FI: the requirement is a particular case of the 
Shortest Path rule; 

 
• Power transmission between SE2 

and FI: the requirement can be 
observed on the more complete 
example of a flow between NO2 
and FI. The example shows a flow 
which routed through SE2 (from 
NO2; the route through NO3 
being taken because of 
insufficient capacities on shortest 
routes) to FI: one observes 90MW 
from SE2 to FI which are entirely 
routed through SE3, since SE3-FI has sufficient capacity; the route through SE1 will 
be used when capacity is not sufficient on the route through SE3. 
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• Power transmission between SE1 and SE3: the 

requirement can be observed on the more complete 
example of a flow between SE1 and SE4. The route 
through SE2 is prioritized up to the capacity on the SE1-
SE2 and SE2-SE3 interconnections. Only when the 
capacity on the SE1-SE2 and SE2-SE3 interconnections 
becomes insufficient, then the route through FI can be 
utilized. 

 
N.B. NO4-FI line exists in the graphs for modeling purposes (as part of 2011 production 

data) but is not involved in the power transmission. 

6.7.3. DK DC interconnectors prioritization rules 

 
The C4#1; C4#2 and C5#1 sets of cost coefficients satisfy the requirement. The fulfillment 
of the DK DC interconnectors prioritization rules can be observed on the following 
examples: 

• Power transmission between NO2 and SE4; 
• Power transmission between NO2 and FI; 

 
Example from the NO2-SE4 Built Case: when no ATC 
constraint applies, the route through NO1 is loaded up 
to 100MW; the other routes have no load. 
 
When the NO2-NO1 interconnection has no capacity, the 
flow is routed through the NO2-DK1A-SE3-SE4 route, 
with still no flow on the route through DK1 and DK2. 
 
Only when no capacity exists on the DK1A-SE3 interconnector, then the flow is routed 
through the DK1-DK2 route. 

6.7.4. CWE not a transit area for Nordic internal transmissions unless necessary 

 
The C4#1; C4#2 and C5#1 sets of cost coefficients satisfy the requirement: flows are 
routed through ITVC interconnectors only when no other route is available. The fulfillment 
of the requirement can be observed on the power transmission between NO4 and NO2. 
 
The example shows a power transmission 
of 100MW from NO4 to NO2. When no 
ATC constraint applies, the Shortest Path 
through NO3 and NO1 is used.  
 
If the NO3-NO1 interconnection shows no 
available capacity the next shortest route is 
used. It uses the NO4-SE2 interconnection.  
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Now assume that the NO4-SE2 also have 
zero available capacity: the flow from 
NO4 to SE2 can take two routes of length 
2: through NO3 and through SE1. As 
there is no prioritization between these 
two routes of same length, the flow is 
split between these two routes equally. 
 
Between SE3 and NO2, two shortest 

routes of length 2 exist: through NO1 and through DK1A. However the DK DC 
interconnector prioritization rule sets a higher priority to the route through NO1. 
 
Now assume that no capacity exists 
on the following interconnections 
(which is still an example, not a 
realistic configuration in production): 

- NO3-NO1; 
- NO4-SE2; 
- SE3-NO1; 
- SE3-DK1A; 
- DK1-DK2; 

Then there is no possibility to route 
the flow but through DE: in such a 
configuration, it is necessary to use 
(part of) CWE as a transit area and the 
model allows it at last resort. 
 
Contrary to the utilization of the 
combined model as in option 3, it is 
possible in option 4 to route a flow 
through DE without involving the 
whole CWE network. Indeed the C4#2 
coefficients implement a linear model 
in CWE in the first calculation step 
which prevents the utilization of the CWE network if not necessary. In the second 
calculation step, flows on ITVC interconnectors are kept unchanged: as a consequence, 
the CWE quadratic optimization calculation does not split the flow from ITVC 
interconnectors into the CWE network, whatever the magnitude of the quadratic 
coefficients in CWE. One observes that C4#2 – Option 4 coefficients show even better 
results than ICC#1 – Option 3 coefficients which still let a small part of the flow to be 
routed through CWE. 
 
 
 

 

C4#2C4#2C4#2C4#2    
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The picture illustrates the result obtained with 
the C4#1 – Option 4 and C5#1 – Option 5 coefficients 
In this particular example. 
 
The result is the same as that obtained with 
ICC#2 – Option 3: the reason is that no 
coefficient prevents the utilization of CWE 
network in the first calculation step; in the second 
step, the NorNed flow is kept unchanged and no 
room exists any longer to remove the flow from 
the CWE network. The effect is that a significant part 
of the flow (i.e. 25MW) is routed through FR and BE 
although only DE should be a transit area in this case.  
 
This effect of involving the CWE network to a large extent as soon as DE is used as a 
transit area can be seen as a limitationa limitationa limitationa limitation    in the fulfillment of thein the fulfillment of thein the fulfillment of thein the fulfillment of the    requirement by the requirement by the requirement by the requirement by the C4#1 C4#1 C4#1 C4#1 
and C5#1and C5#1and C5#1and C5#1 sets of cost coefficients. 

6.7.5. Nordic not a transit area – Nordic and GB routes with same priority  

 
The C4#1; C4#2 and C5#1 sets of cost coefficients satisfy the 
requirement that Nordic cannot be a transit area unless necessary: 
flows are routed through ITVC interconnectors only when no other 
route is available. The fulfilment of the requirement can be observed 
on power transmission between DE and NL. 
 
When there is no ATC constraint, the flow is routed within the CWE 
network through the direct and the indirect routes according to the 
quadratic cost coefficients36. 
 
When no ATC exists on NL-DE and NL-BE interconnectors, the flow can be routed 
through the GB or the Nordic route. Precisely, the two following routes have the same 
priority as required in the list of requirements: 

- NL-GB2-GB1-FR; 
- NL-NO2-DK1A-DK1-DE; 

For a power transmission to DE, the route through GB needs to use the FR-DE 
interconnection in addition. Therefore the Nordic route will be used in this case37. The 
picture below shows this flow pattern when the C4#2 set of cost coefficients applies. 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
36 This does not change from the current flow calculation in CWE. 
37 Conversely, a flow from NL to FR would use the GB route with higher priority. 

C4#C4#C4#C4#1111    and C5#1and C5#1and C5#1and C5#1    
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As shown in the pictures above, when the C4#1 and C5#1 sets of cost coefficients apply, 
the first calculation step prioritizes the flow through the GB route since no cost coefficients 
apply on this route. Then the solution after the first step of calculation is zero flows 
through ITVC interconnectors, which remains imposed in the second step: no room is 
given to the second step to calculate the route through NO2 and DK1A. The conclusion is 
that the C4#1 and C5#1 sets of cost coefficients do not fulfil the requirement on the equal 
priority between the Nordic and the GB routes: the utilization of the GB route will always 
be prioritized over the Nordic route. 
 
The C4#2 set of cost coefficients does fulfil the requirement on the equal priority between 
the Nordic and the GB routes as shown above. 

6.7.6. GB not a transit area for CWE internal transmissions unless necessary 

 
The C4#2 and C5#1 sets of cost coefficients satisfy the requirement: flows are routed 
through IFA and BritNed interconnectors only when no other route is available. The 
fulfillment of the requirement can be observed on the following example: 

• Power transmission between DE and NL (see sub-section above); 
• Power transmission between FR and NL; 
• Power transmission between FR and NO2; 

 
The fulfilment of the requirement by the C4#1 coefficients is less accurate: because of the 
quadratic optimization in the second calculation step, a small part of the flow can be 
routed through GB even for a power transmission between CWE bidding areas with 
sufficient capacity in CWE. 
 
 
 
 
 

C4#2C4#2C4#2C4#2    C4#1 and C5#1C4#1 and C5#1C4#1 and C5#1C4#1 and C5#1    
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Example from a power transmission from FR to NL (no capacity 

between FR and BE): assume a flow of 100MW from FR to NL with 
two possible routes only: 

- FR-DE-NL; 
- FR-GB1-GB2-NL; 

 
The result with C4#1 coefficients is that a small part of the flow 
(1MW) is routed through GB1 and GB2; and only 99MW are routed through DE. 
 
With C4#2 and C5#1 coefficients, this effect does not exist: the flow is routed through DE 
entirely.  

 
Now let us consider the balance between IFA and BritNed when 
flow is routed from/to GB to/from the continent. 
 
The first example shows a power transmission of 50MW from GB1 

and GB2 each simultaneously to DE. In this 
case, IFA and BritNed are naturally loaded 
at 50MW both, for the C4#1; C4#2 and C5#1 sets of cost 
coefficients.  
 
In the second example, we know consider a power transmission 
of 100MW from GB1 only to DE. We observe that the flow is split 

between IFA and BritNed, by means of the virtual interconnector between GB1 and GB2, 
for the C4#1; C4#2 and C5#1 sets of cost coefficients. 
 
In addition, one can notice the following utilization of the virtual interconnector between 
GB1 and GB2: 

- The C4#1 coefficients implement a quadratic optimization between CWE-GB 
interconnectors in the second calculation step, which tends to split the flows 
between all interconnectors, in particular between IFA and BritNed; 

- The C4#2 coefficients implement a combined model in the second calculation 
step, with high linear coefficients on IFA and BritNed which prevent GB to be 
used as a transit area; no split results from these linear coefficients;  

- The C5#1 model imposes flows on IFA and BritNed pro-rata the ATCs; 
 
The example below shows how flows are split between IFA and BritNed (case of 2011 Nov 
20, hour 6): as a consequence, different utilizations of the GB virtual interconnector are 
observed.  
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The C4#2 coefficients allow the same utilization of the virtual interconnector as under 
ICC#1 – Option 3: the virtual interconnector balances GB1 and GB2 as much as possible. 
 
In the example, the C4#1 and C5#1 coefficients show another direction of the flow on the 
virtual interconnector than with C4#2: the flow is from GB2 to GB1 whereas only FR is 
exporting in CWE-GB which makes the flow to be routed from South to North on most 
interconnectors (then BE and NL can be considered as transit areas between FR and GB1).  

6.7.7. Overview of the fulfilment of the requirement by cost coefficient sets 

 
The table below summarizes how the requirements are fulfilled by the sets of cost 
coefficients which are proposed in the analysis (NA stands for “Not Applicable”). 
 
RequirementsRequirementsRequirementsRequirements    CCCC4444#1#1#1#1 CCCC4444####2222 CCCC5555####1111 

SESESESE----FI prioritization rulesFI prioritization rulesFI prioritization rulesFI prioritization rules �  � � 

DK DC interconnector prioritization rulesDK DC interconnector prioritization rulesDK DC interconnector prioritization rulesDK DC interconnector prioritization rules �  � � 

Shortest Path Rule in Nordic networkShortest Path Rule in Nordic networkShortest Path Rule in Nordic networkShortest Path Rule in Nordic network � � � 

CWE not a transit area for Nordic traCWE not a transit area for Nordic traCWE not a transit area for Nordic traCWE not a transit area for Nordic transmissionsnsmissionsnsmissionsnsmissions � (1) � � (1) 
Nordic not a transit area for CWE transmissionsNordic not a transit area for CWE transmissionsNordic not a transit area for CWE transmissionsNordic not a transit area for CWE transmissions � � � 

GB not a transit areaGB not a transit areaGB not a transit areaGB not a transit area � (2) � � 

Uniqueness propertyUniqueness propertyUniqueness propertyUniqueness property �  � � 

Transit flows through GB and Nordic with same priorityTransit flows through GB and Nordic with same priorityTransit flows through GB and Nordic with same priorityTransit flows through GB and Nordic with same priority � (3) � � (3) 
Split Split Split Split of IFA of IFA of IFA of IFA and Band Band Band BrrrritNitNitNitNed flowsed flowsed flowsed flows    oooon a pron a pron a pron a pro----rata basirata basirata basirata basissss    NA NA � 

 
(1) A limitation to the fulfilment of the requirement exists: generally speaking, the 

requirement is fulfilled, since ITVC interconnectors are not involved in a Nordic 
internal transmission of energy unless necessary. However, when it is necessary to 

C4#1C4#1C4#1C4#1    C4#C4#C4#C4#2222    C5C5C5C5#1#1#1#1    
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route the flow through DE, then C4#1 and C5#1 also involves the other CWE 
bidding areas, although it would not be necessary; 
 

(2) The requirement is almost satisfied; but less accurately than by C4#2 and C5#1 
coefficients; 
 

(3) The route through GB is always prioritized; 

6.7.8. A remark on the example in section 6.4.8 

 
The example in section 6.4.8 shows a flow from FR to FI, which can be routed either 
entirely through DE and SE4 (ICC#2) or partly through NorNed (ICC#1): the latter case is 
not against the requirements but rather unexpected. 
 
Because of the sequential nature of the calculation process in options 4 and 5, the three 
sets of coefficients C4#1; C4#2 and C5#1 return the solution of a flow entirely routed 
through DE and SE4. 
 
In particular, the C4#2 coefficients, in addition of fulfilling every requirement, return the 
expected flow pattern in the case of a North-South transmission of energy. They can then 
be considered as an improvement of the ICC#3 – Option 3 coefficients. 
 
Last, C4#2 coefficients do not have as large quadratic coefficients as ICC#1 coefficients, 
which does not harm with regards to the technical aspect of the calculation process. 

6.8. Quantitative Results fromQuantitative Results fromQuantitative Results fromQuantitative Results from    2011 Production Data 2011 Production Data 2011 Production Data 2011 Production Data ––––    OptioOptioOptioOptions 4 and 5ns 4 and 5ns 4 and 5ns 4 and 5    

The quantitative results in this section have been obtained from a tool implemented for 
the purpose of the study; this flow calculation tool is not the PCR algorithm. These results 
show total flow quantities per (groups of) interconnections over the whole set of 
considered 2011 production data. Then TSOs can derive indications related to the 
associated firmness risk38. Flow quantities are output in MWh. 
 
Different convergence cases are compared from the period in 2011 with the new topology: 

• Full price convergence – 2 hours; 
• Nordic price convergence (excluding Baltic) – 618 hours; 
• CWE-GB price convergence – 636 hours; 
• CWE price convergence – 1054 hours; 

 
Each hour in these cases is run with the following set of cost coefficients: Option 4 C4#1; 
Option 4 C4#2; Option 5 C5#1. 
 

                                                 
38 Since the flow calculation in this study considers hours as independent from each other (in 
particular, no ramping constraint applies), flow results do not reflect the exact production results. 
Flow quantities must be taken only as an approximation of production flows. 
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The Flow Quantity (summed over the calculated hours) is provided for the following 
groups of interconnectors: 

• IFA; 
• BritNed; 
• ITVC interconnectors; 
• Nordic interconnectors; 
• CWE interconnectors; 

6.8.1. IFA and BritNed 

 
Convergence Convergence Convergence Convergence 

CaseCaseCaseCase    
InterconnectionInterconnectionInterconnectionInterconnection    CCCC4444#1#1#1#1 CCCC4444####2222 CCCC5555####1111 

Full ConvergenceFull ConvergenceFull ConvergenceFull Convergence    IFA 688 710 929 
CWECWECWECWE----GBGBGBGB    IFA 282 608 321 734 327 613 
CWECWECWECWE    IFA 457 527 497 019 502 600 
NordicNordicNordicNordic    IFA 292 035 305 203 311 323 
 
Example: over hours with CWE-GB price convergence, the sum of flows on IFA (cumulated 

in both directions) is equal to 282 608MWh when the C4#1 set of cost coefficients applies. 

 
Convergence Convergence Convergence Convergence 

CaseCaseCaseCase    
InterconnectionInterconnectionInterconnectionInterconnection    C4#1C4#1C4#1C4#1    C4#2C4#2C4#2C4#2    C5#1C5#1C5#1C5#1    

Full ConvergenceFull ConvergenceFull ConvergenceFull Convergence    BritNed 704 682 463 
CWECWECWECWE----GBGBGBGB    BritNed 266 485 227 279 221 413 
CWECWECWECWE    BritNed 523 862 484 290 478 722 
NordicNordicNordicNordic    BritNed 323 252 310 078 303 965 

 
The following observations can be made: 

• Comparing C4#1 and C4#2, the load is more balanced in C4#2 (i.e. IFA more 
loaded; BritNed less loaded); 

• C5#1 shows a pro-rata balance in the utilization of the two interconnectors; 

6.8.2. ITVC interconnectors 

 
Convergence Convergence Convergence Convergence 

CaseCaseCaseCase    
InterconnectionInterconnectionInterconnectionInterconnection    C4#1C4#1C4#1C4#1    C4#2C4#2C4#2C4#2    C5#1C5#1C5#1C5#1    

Full ConvergenceFull ConvergenceFull ConvergenceFull Convergence    ITVC 1 157 1 157 1 157 
CWECWECWECWE----GBGBGBGB    ITVC 1 371 995 1 371 996 1 371 995 
CWECWECWECWE    ITVC 2 249 896 2 251 671 2 249 896 
NordicNordicNordicNordic    ITVC 1 373 806 1 375 578 1 373 807 
 
The following observations can be made: 
 

• Changing the options and the cost coefficients hardly affects the firmness risk of 
ITVC interconnectors; 
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• Compared to C4#1 coefficients, C4#2 coefficients show a slightly increased load 
on ITVC interconnectors (order of magnitude: 1-3MWh per hour); which is 
coherent with the analysis of the NL-DE Built Case; 

6.8.3.  CWE interconnectors 

 
Convergence Convergence Convergence Convergence 

CaseCaseCaseCase    
InterconnectionInterconnectionInterconnectionInterconnection    C4#1C4#1C4#1C4#1    C4#2C4#2C4#2C4#2    C5#1C5#1C5#1C5#1    

Full ConvergenceFull ConvergenceFull ConvergenceFull Convergence    CWE 6 996 5 893 7 217 
CWECWECWECWE----GBGBGBGB    CWE 1 975 706 1 825 199 1 988 393 
CWECWECWECWE    CWE 3 353 426 3 193 715 3 366 058 
NordicNordicNordicNordic    CWE 2 328 389 2 257 916 2 335 428 
 
The following observations can be made: 
 

• Comparing C4#2 coefficients with C4#1 and C5#1 coefficients, it clearly appears 
that limiting the over-utilization of CWE interconnectors in the first step has a 
global effect on the firmness risk (up to 150MWh per hour when CWE price 
convergence occurs); 
 

• This is coherent with the analysis of Built Cases that a lower value in CWE cost 
coefficients in the first step results in a higher utilization of CWE network39; 

6.8.4.  Nordic interconnectors 

 
Convergence Convergence Convergence Convergence 

CaseCaseCaseCase    
InterconnectionInterconnectionInterconnectionInterconnection    C4#1C4#1C4#1C4#1    C4#2C4#2C4#2C4#2    C5#1C5#1C5#1C5#1    

Full ConvergenceFull ConvergenceFull ConvergenceFull Convergence    Nordic 22 288 22 486 22 288 
CWECWECWECWE----GBGBGBGB    Nordic 11 032 697 11 051 664 11 032 688 
CWCWCWCWEEEE    Nordic 18 086 955 18 117 013 18 086 938 
NordicNordicNordicNordic    Nordic 8 773 348 8 785 117 8 773 344 
 
The following observations can be made: 
 

• As expected C4#1 and C5#1 results coincide since the applied cost coefficients in 
the first step are identical (the only differences are due to the management of 
tolerances in the calculation of the second and third steps); 
 

• The firmness risk is slightly higher when C4#2 applies (around 20-30MWh per 
hour), which corresponds to the analysis of Built Cases (see NL-DE example); 
 

 

                                                 
39 This remark can be kept in mind the day when flow-based is in implemented in the price 
coupling mechanism and then in the flow calculation process. 
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6.8.5.  Balance between IFA and BritNed 

 
The definition of the indicators for this analysis can be found in section 6.5.5. The table 
below considers the hours when CWE-GB price convergence occurs. For the C4#1, C4#2 
and C5#1 sets of cost coefficients, the Share and Relative Share are calculated in each 
hour with CWE-GB price convergence and the table below shows the average values. 
 

Share in CWEShare in CWEShare in CWEShare in CWE----GB cvg hoursGB cvg hoursGB cvg hoursGB cvg hours    C4#1C4#1C4#1C4#1    C4#2C4#2C4#2C4#2    C5#1C5#1C5#1C5#1    

IFA Average ShareIFA Average ShareIFA Average ShareIFA Average Share 45% 48% 51% 
BritNed Average ShaBritNed Average ShaBritNed Average ShaBritNed Average Sharererere 55% 52% 49% 
IFA Average Relative ShareIFA Average Relative ShareIFA Average Relative ShareIFA Average Relative Share 45% 52% 50% 
BritNed Average Relative ShareBritNed Average Relative ShareBritNed Average Relative ShareBritNed Average Relative Share 55% 48% 50% 
 
By limiting an over-utilization of GB interconnectors, C4#2 coefficients (compared to C4#1 
coefficients) tend to balance the load on IFA and BritNed. 
 
The C5#1 coefficients show an (almost) perfect balance as expected, since it was the 
purpose of the calculation process. 
 
Last, it must be noticed that the average ratios above do not prevent the relative load 
between IFA and BritNed to be completely different in a given hour under option 4 (e.g. 
IFA has 100% of the load and BritNed 0%): imposing an identical relative load on IFA and 
BritNed in each hour is achieved in option 5 only40.  

                                                 
40 It can happen that it is not possible to reach a perfect balance between IFA and BritNed in a 
given hour, despite a convergence of prices in CWE and GB and despite a flow indeterminacy to 
solve. This can be due to a limited (indirect) capacity between FR and NL. Such cases are rare in the 
considered sample of 2011 production data. 
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7. Description of Simulations by the PCR Algorithm 

The analysis of Built Cases and of 2011 production data allows cost coefficients to be 
proposed as good candidates for implementation in production. Since this analysis is not 
run by the coupling algorithm, it is needed to validate the proposed cost coefficient values 
by means of simulations from the coupling algorithm. This section presents the simulations 
which are run by the production algorithm. 

7.1. Option 3Option 3Option 3Option 3    

7.1.1. Cost coefficient values 

 
• Three simulations are proposed with the following cost coefficients (values are shown 

in Annex 1: Cost Coefficient Values): 
- CC#1; 
- ICC#1; 
- ICC#2; 

 
• The analysis of the output will allow a comparison between these sets of cost 

coefficients, so that the choice for ICC#1 (or ICC#2) can be confirmed; or the 
alternative choice of CC#1 can be preferred; 

7.1.2. Simulation Parameters 

 
• Production data 2012 – from June 18 until Dec 31: 

- Historical order books; 
- Historical network data (ramping included; neither losses nor tariffs even if 

currently applied); 
- NWE topology (as in the Built Cases – included possibly tree-shape additional 

network connected to FI provided that the corresponding interconnectors 
have no cost coefficient and that they are not subject to indeterminacy cases); 

 
• Algorithm parameters: 

- Release 5 of PCR algorithm; 
- Algorithm parameters envisaged for go-live (production configuration; 

especially with regards to tolerances); 

7.2. OptionOptionOptionOption    4444    and option and option and option and option 5555    

Given the timing constraints regarding the NWE go-live (in particular, option 3 is the only 
option ready for the go-live), and even if the JSC approved the options 4 and 5 as 
candidates for enduring flow calculation methods, it is accepted to suspend for the time 
being the final step of the study on C4#1/C4#2 and C5#1 cost coefficients, and therefore 
no simulation is requested for these options. 
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8. Option 3 - Simulation Results with the PCR Algorithm 

This chapter is devoted to the analysis of the results which were obtained by running the 
PCR Algorithm release 5 with the proposed cost coefficients. 

8.1. Quantitative Results from 201Quantitative Results from 201Quantitative Results from 201Quantitative Results from 2012222    Production Data Production Data Production Data Production Data ––––    Option 3Option 3Option 3Option 3    

These results show total flow quantities per (groups of) interconnections over the whole 
set of considered production data. Then TSOs can derive indications related to the 
associated firmness risk. Flow quantities are output in MWh. 
 
Different convergence cases are compared from the 2012 production data (June 18 – Dec 
31) with the current topology: 

• Full price convergence (excluding PL; Baltic) – 21 hours; 
• Nordic price convergence (excluding PL; Baltic) – 1096 hours; 
• CWE-GB price convergence – 829 hours; 
• CWE price convergence – 2109 hours; 

 
Each hour in these cases is run with the following set of cost coefficients: CC#1; ICC#1; 
ICC#2. 
 
The Flow Quantity (summed over the calculated hours) is provided for the following 
groups of interconnectors: 

• IFA; 
• BritNed; 
• ITVC interconnectors; 
• Nordic interconnectors (excluding PL; Baltic); 
• CWE interconnectors; 

 
The results of the analysis can be summarized as follows: 

• Generally speaking, it is difficult to select  one set of cost coefficients based on the 
firmness risk which corresponds to the sum of flows over each group of 
interconnectors, because of the following:  

o For each group of interconnector and each convergence case, the sum of 
flows in the corresponding hours approximately leads to the same total 
amount of energy to transmit whatever the cost coefficients; 

o The observed variations of flows depending on cost coefficients are 
marginal (less than 1%); 

o Given a group of interconnectors, the observed variations of flows 
depending on cost coefficients are not of the same sign in each 
convergence case; 
 

• The results show the absence of impact on the firmness risk due to the cost 
coefficients (provided coefficients are CC#1, ICC#1 or ICC#2); 
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• The results show the ability of the algorithm to compute flows whatever the cost 
coefficients (provided coefficients are CC#1, ICC#1 or ICC#2); 
 

• The selection of the cost coefficients should then rely on the fulfillment of the 
requirements as shown in the Built Cases; 

8.2. IFA and BritNedIFA and BritNedIFA and BritNedIFA and BritNed    

Convergence Convergence Convergence Convergence 
CaseCaseCaseCase    

InterconnectionInterconnectionInterconnectionInterconnection    CC#1CC#1CC#1CC#1    ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1    ICC#2ICC#2ICC#2ICC#2    

Full ConvergenceFull ConvergenceFull ConvergenceFull Convergence    IFA 7 112 7 112 7 174 
CWECWECWECWE    IFA 848 943 848 539 848 461 
CWECWECWECWE----GBGBGBGB    IFA 391 167 391 283 391 205 
NordicNordicNordicNordic    IFA 175 839 175 733 175 842 
 
Example: over hours with CWE-GB price convergence, the sum of flows on IFA (cumulated 

in both directions) is equal to 391 167MWh when the CC#1 set of cost coefficients applies. 

 
Convergence Convergence Convergence Convergence 

CaseCaseCaseCase    
InterconnectionInterconnectionInterconnectionInterconnection    CC#1CC#1CC#1CC#1    ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1    ICC#2ICC#2ICC#2ICC#2    

Full ConvergenceFull ConvergenceFull ConvergenceFull Convergence    BritNed 8 785 8 784 8 723 
CWCWCWCWEEEE    BritNed 1 091 998 1 090 083 1 090 161 
CWECWECWECWE----GBGBGBGB    BritNed 361 767 360 744 360 822 
NordicNordicNordicNordic    BritNed 502 026 501 047 500 938 

 
The firmness risk is similar for all cost coefficients. 

8.3. ITVC ITVC ITVC ITVC     / CWE / Nordic / CWE / Nordic / CWE / Nordic / CWE / Nordic interconnectorsinterconnectorsinterconnectorsinterconnectors    

Convergence Convergence Convergence Convergence 
CaseCaseCaseCase    

InterInterInterInterconnectionconnectionconnectionconnection    CC#1CC#1CC#1CC#1    ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1    ICC#2ICC#2ICC#2ICC#2    

Full ConvergenceFull ConvergenceFull ConvergenceFull Convergence    ITVC 32 729 32 732 32 732 
CWCWCWCWEEEE    ITVC 3 922 560 3 918 866 3 918 866 
CWECWECWECWE----GBGBGBGB    ITVC 1 460 888 1 458 946 1 458 946 
NordicNordicNordicNordic    ITVC 2 165 856 2 166 759 2 166 759 

    

Convergence Convergence Convergence Convergence 
CaseCaseCaseCase    

InterconnectionInterconnectionInterconnectionInterconnection    CC#1CC#1CC#1CC#1    ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1    ICC#2ICC#2ICC#2ICC#2    

Full Full Full Full ConvergenceConvergenceConvergenceConvergence    CWE 74 272 74 287 74 331 
CWECWECWECWE    CWE 9 270 918 9 265 331 9 265 607 
CWECWECWECWE----GBGBGBGB    CWE 3 147 093 3 144 218 3 144 262 
NordicNordicNordicNordic    CWE 6 352 333 6 350 454 6 351 077 
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Convergence Convergence Convergence Convergence 
CaseCaseCaseCase    

InterconnectionInterconnectionInterconnectionInterconnection    CC#1CC#1CC#1CC#1    ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1    ICC#2ICC#2ICC#2ICC#2    

Full ConvergenceFull ConvergenceFull ConvergenceFull Convergence    Nordic 411 495 411 503 411 327 
CWECWECWECWE    Nordic 36 312 116 36 267 803 36 266 971 
CWECWECWECWE----GBGBGBGB    Nordic 15 301 933 15 269 707 15 269 531 
NordicNordicNordicNordic    Nordic 14 873 799 14 899 796 14 898 215 
 
The firmness risk is similar for all cost coefficients. 

8.4. Balance between IFA and BritNedBalance between IFA and BritNedBalance between IFA and BritNedBalance between IFA and BritNed    

The definition of the indicators for this analysis can be found in section 6.5.5. 
 
This section shows the balance between IFA and BritNed. For each hour and each set of 
cost coefficients, the flow on IFA and BritNed are calculated and the ratio between these 
flows is output. 
 
The table below considers the hours when CWE-GB price convergence occurs. For the 
CC#1, ICC#1 and ICC#2 sets of cost coefficients, the Share and Relative Share are 
calculated in each hour with CWE-GB price convergence and the table below shows the 
average values. 
 

Share in CWEShare in CWEShare in CWEShare in CWE----GBGBGBGB    cvgcvgcvgcvg    hourshourshourshours    CC#1CC#1CC#1CC#1    ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1ICC#1    ICC#2ICC#2ICC#2ICC#2    

IFA Average ShareIFA Average ShareIFA Average ShareIFA Average Share 47.32% 47.42% 47.43% 
BritNed Average ShareBritNed Average ShareBritNed Average ShareBritNed Average Share 52.68% 52.58% 52.57% 
IFA Average Relative ShareIFA Average Relative ShareIFA Average Relative ShareIFA Average Relative Share 47.79% 47.83% 47.82% 
BritNed Average RelativBritNed Average RelativBritNed Average RelativBritNed Average Relative Sharee Sharee Sharee Share 52.21% 52.17% 52.18% 
 
Knowing that the ideal balance would be 50% / 50% for the Average Relative Shares, the 
results appear to be very similar for the three sets of cost coefficients. 
 
The main observation is that flows are already almost balanced on IFA and BritNed for this 
specific year of simulation (but there is no guarantee that it would be the same outcome 
post NWE go-live). 
  
Last, it must be noticed that the average ratios above do not prevent the relative load 
between IFA and BritNed to be completely different in a given hour (e.g. IFA has 100% of 
the load and BritNed 0%): imposing an identical relative load on IFA and BritNed in each 
hour is achieved in option 5 only (see section 6.8.5). 
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9. Synthesis of the Conclusions 

The analysis shows that: 
 

• It is possible to fulfil TSOs requirements under option 3; 
 

• CC#1 – Option 3 and ICC#2 – Option 3  have limitations related to the fulfilment 
of some requirements; 
 

• ICC#1 – Option 3 coefficients are the best candidate for go-live (the possible 
numerical risk due to large quadratic coefficients was confirmed by PXs to be non-
existing); 
 

Then the report concludes that ICC#1 – Option 3 coefficients should be used from go-live. 
 
In addition, the analysis shows that: 
 

• The initial specifications of options 4 and 5, which were written prior to the 
accurate definition of the requirements, are not compatible with the 
comprehensive fulfilment of every requirement; 
 

• However, it is possible to keep the principle of a sequential calculation by 
generalizing the initial specifications of options 4 and 5; in this case, the enhanced 
option 4 (C4#2 coefficients) shows the same fulfilment of the requirements as by 
ICC#1 – Option 3; in addition, the enhanced option 4 has lower quadratic 
coefficients and can be considered as an improvement of ICC#1 – Option 3 in 
some cases; last, an enhanced option 5 is possible even though it has not been 
addressed in the study; 
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Annex 1: Cost Coefficient Values 

Option 3Option 3Option 3Option 3    

The cost coefficient values which are proposed in option 3 are the following: 
 

 
 

From-To Linear Quadratic Linear Quadratic

DE-FR 0 100 0 1

DK1A-DK1 0 0 0 0

NO2-NO1 100 0 10 0

DE-DK1 100 0 1 000 000 0

DE-DK2 100 0 1 000 000 0

NO1-NO5 101 0 10 0

NO2-NO5 100 0 10 0

NO2-DK1A 100 0 12 0

NO1-NO3 102 0 10 0

NO3-NO4 100 0 10 0

DK1-DK2 100 0 10 0

EE-FI 100 0 0 0

EE-ELI 100 0 0 0

EE-ELE 100 0 0 0

NO4-SE1 100 0 14 0

NO4-SE2 101 0 10 0

NO3-SE2 105 0 10 0

NO1-SE3 104 0 11 0

DK1A-SE3 100 0 13 0

SE1-FI 100 0 15 0

SE1-SE2 102 0 10 0

SE2-SE3 100 0 10 0

SE3-SE4 100 0 10 0

SE3-FI 180 0 10 0

SE4-DK2 100 0 10 0

SE4-PL 100 0 0 0

DE-SE4 100 0 1 000 000 0

NL-NO2 100 0 1 000 000 0

FR-BE 0 100 0 1

BE-NL 0 100 0 1

NL-DE 0 100 0 1

GB2-GB1 0 0 0 0

NL-GB2 0 100 1 000 000 0

FR-GB1 0 100 1 000 000 0

CC#1CC#0
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From-To Linear Quadratic Linear Quadratic

DE-FR 0 20 000 0 200

DK1A-DK1 0 2 0 2

NO2-NO1 200 000 2 200 000 2

DE-DK1 200 000 000 2 2 000 000 2

DE-DK2 200 000 000 2 2 000 000 2

NO1-NO5 200 000 2 200 000 2

NO2-NO5 200 000 2 200 000 2

NO2-DK1A 240 000 2 240 000 2

NO1-NO3 200 000 2 200 000 2

NO3-NO4 200 000 2 200 000 2

DK1-DK2 280 000 2 280 000 2

EE-FI 0 2 0 2

EE-ELI 0 2 0 2

EE-ELE 0 2 0 2

NO4-SE1 200 000 2 200 000 2

NO4-SE2 200 000 2 200 000 2

NO3-SE2 200 000 2 200 000 2

NO1-SE3 200 000 2 200 000 2

DK1A-SE3 240 000 2 240 000 2

SE1-FI 240 000 2 240 000 2

SE1-SE2 200 000 2 200 000 2

SE2-SE3 200 000 2 200 000 2

SE3-SE4 200 000 2 200 000 2

SE3-FI 200 000 2 200 000 2

SE4-DK2 200 000 2 200 000 2

SE4-PL 0 2 0 2

DE-SE4 200 000 000 2 2 000 000 2

NL-NO2 200 000 000 2 2 000 000 2

FR-BE 0 20 000 0 200

BE-NL 0 20 000 0 200

NL-DE 0 20 000 0 200

GB2-GB1 0 2 0 2

NL-GB2 200 120 000 3 2 120 000 3

FR-GB1 200 120 000 3 2 120 000 3

ICC#1 ICC#2
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Option 4Option 4Option 4Option 4    

The cost coefficient values which are proposed in option 4 are the following. 
 
C4#1 coefficients. 
 

• Step 1 – Quadratic coefficients: q = 1 in every interconnector. 
 

• Step 1 – Linear coefficients: see table below. 
 

 
 

• Step 2 - Quadratic coefficients: q = 1 in every interconnector, except IFA and 
BritNed with q = 100; 

 
• Step 2 – Linear coefficients: p= 0 in every interconnector; 

 
C4#2 coefficients. 
 

• Step 1 – Quadratic coefficients: q = 1 in every interconnector; 

DE-Germany FR-France 0

DK1A-DenmarkWest(VirtualArea) DK1-DenmarkWest 0

NO2-Norway(Kristiansand) NO1-Norway(Oslo) 100 000

DE-Germany DK1-DenmarkWest 1 000 000

DE-Germany DK2-DenmarkEast 1 000 000

NO1-Norway(Oslo) NO5-Norway(Bergen) 100 000

NO2-Norway(Kristiansand) NO5-Norway(Bergen) 100 000

NO2-Norway(Kristiansand) DK1A-DenmarkWest(VirtualArea) 120 000

NO1-Norway(Oslo) NO3-Norway(MoldeTrondheim) 100 000

NO3-Norway(MoldeTrondheim) NO4-Norway(Tromso) 100 000

DK1-DenmarkWest DK2-DenmarkEast 140 000

EE-Estonia FI-Finland 0

EE-Estonia ELI-Estonia(ImportArea) 0

EE-Estonia ELE-Estonia(ExportArea) 0

FI-Finland NO4-Norway(Tromso) 1 500 000

NO4-Norway(Tromso) SE1-Sweden(Lulea) 100 000

NO4-Norway(Tromso) SE2-Sweden(Sundsvall) 100 000

NO3-Norway(MoldeTrondheim) SE2-Sweden(Sundsvall) 100 000

NO1-Norway(Oslo) SE3-Sweden(Stockholm) 100 000

DK1A-DenmarkWest(VirtualArea) SE3-Sweden(Stockholm) 120 000

SE1-Sweden(Lulea) FI-Finland 120 000

SE1-Sweden(Lulea) SE2-Sweden(Sundsvall) 100 000

SE2-Sweden(Sundsvall) SE3-Sweden(Stockholm) 100 000

SE3-Sweden(Stockholm) SE4-Sweden(Malmo) 100 000

SE3-Sweden(Stockholm) FI-Finland 100 000

SE4-Sweden(Malmo) DK2-DenmarkEast 100 000

SE4-Sweden(Malmo) PL-Poland 0

DE-Germany SE4-Sweden(Malmo) 1 000 000

NL-Netherlands NO2-Norway(Kristiansand) 1 000 000

FR-France BE-Belgium 0

BE-Belgium NL-Netherlands 0

NL-Netherlands DE-Germany 0

GB2-GreatBritain(APX) GB1-GreatBritain(N2EX) 0

NL-Netherlands GB2-GreatBritain(APX) 0

FR-France GB1-GreatBritain(N2EX) 0
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• Step 1 – Linear coefficients: same as C4#1 in table above except the following: 

NL-DE; NL-BE; DE-FR; IFA; BritNed: p = 1e6; 
 

• Step 2 – Quadratic coefficients: q = 1 in every interconnector, except CWE 
interconnectors with q = 100; 

 
• Step 2 – Linear coefficients: p= 0 in every interconnector, except IFA and BritNed: 

p = 1e6; 

Option 5Option 5Option 5Option 5    

The cost coefficient values which are proposed in option 5 are the following. 
 

• Step 1 – See C4#1; 
 

• Step 2 – ck = ATC in IFA and BritNed (different in every hour); no other coefficient; 
 

• Step 3 – Quadratic coefficients: q = 1 in every interconnector; 
 

• Step 3 – Linear coefficients: p= 0 in every interconnector; 
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Annex 2: Details on possible impacts of solving flow 

indeterminacy  

The possible impacts of solving flow indeterminacy are limited to scheduling operations 
and can be listed as follows. The analysis shows no actual impact.  
 
(a) Possible impact on congestion signal 

 
Scheduled flows might result into a congestion signal for a given interconnection and one 
could expect market participants to react to this signal. The analysis below shows that 
market participants can derive correct price signals provided they have access to 
scheduled flows over the whole network topology. 

 
Assuming that market members know the scheduled flows over the whole network 
topology, then they can deduce when the congestion is being artificially triggered by the 
flow calculation rules: indeed flow calculation rules can set scheduled flows at the ATC 
value although a parallel route is not saturated.  
 

Let us consider the example of three interconnected markets – named A, B and C – in a 
triangle configuration. Assume 100MW ATC in each interconnector in each direction; 
assume equal prices and the following net positions: 
Net Position A = +100 
Net Position B = -100 
Net Position C = 0  
 
Any flow solution is correct provided it fulfils the following equalities: 

F(A->B) – F(B->A) + F(A->C) – F(C->A) = 100, 
F(B->A) – F(A->B) + F(B->C) – F(C->B)  =-100, 
F(C->A) – F(A->C) + F(C->B) – F(B->C) = 0. 

 
Examples of solution (among an infinite set of possibilities): 
Direct route:  F(A->B) = 100; F(A->C) = F(C->B) = 0; 
Indirect route:  F(A->B) = 90; F(A->C) = F(C->B) = 10; 
 
The need for an access of market members (such as producers) to the whole network 
topology is illustrated as below (case of the indirect route): 
• Assume that market participants do not have access to A->C and C->B nomination 

values: they see the interconnector A->B at the limit of being congested and can 
derive a wrong expectation that 20MW more demand in B will turn into an strong 
increase of prices in B; 

• Assume that market participants do have access to A->C and C->B nomination 
values: they see the transmission A->B as (Fdirect + Findirect) far from being 
congested and they can derive a correct expectation that 20MW more demand in B 
will not turn into a price difference between bidding areas; 

 

A

B

C
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(b) Possible impact on intra-day market 
 
Scheduled flows might be used to calculate remaining capacities which can be allocated to 
intra-day (or balancing) markets. In that case, a non-harmonization of the utilization of the 
remaining capacity might create distortions in short-term markets. The analysis below 
shows that such an impact does not exist provided intra-day capacities are calculated by 
means of the same rules on every interconnector. 
 

Let us consider again the triangle configuration above and the possible flow solutions: 
Example 1 - Direct route (shortest path):  F(A->B) = 100; other flows are zero; 
Example 2 - Indirect route:    F(A->C) = F(C->B) = 100; F(A->B) = 0; 
Example 3 – Intermediary solution:   F(A->B) = 50; F(A->C) = F(C->B) = 50; 
Now assume the A-C interconnection does not allocate remaining capacity to the ID 
market. Then we have the resulting remaining capacities for the ID market: 

 
The table above reads that example 1 results into the following remaining capacity for ID 
market: Zero capacity A->B / Zero capacity A->C->B. 
 
In other words the capacity which is left to the ID market depends on the flow 
indeterminacy solving in the day-ahead market because the A-C interconnection has a 
different rule of capacity allocation to the ID market. 

 
(c) Possible impact on operational and transaction costs 
 
If the scheduling of flows has an impact on each TSO’s operational costs and nomination 
revenues due to the utilization of the grid; then it should be decided whether these costs 
should be reflected in the prioritization rules: if not, a possible impact is an increase of grid 
management costs and an increase of transaction costs. 
 
In practice, operational costs are not variable i.e. do not depend on the amount of 
nominated cross-border flow41. 
 
The example below shows how transaction costs can be impacted by different flow 
solutions. However in practice transaction costs are assumed to be negligible compared to 
firmness risk costs and will not be considered throughout the study. 
 

Let us consider again the triangle configuration above and the possible flow solutions: 
Example 1 – Intermediary solution:   F(A->B) = 50; F(A->C) = F(C->B) = 50; 

                                                 
41 The only variable operational costs are losses, which are not considered throughout the study; 
the decision to implement a losses mechanism in the coupling being considered at the level of 
each interconnection. 

ID capacity A->B (MW) ID capacity A->C->B (MW)

Example 1 0 0

Example 2 100 0

Example 3 50 0
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Example 2 – Intermediary solution:   F(A->B) = 90; F(A->C) = F(C->B) = 10; 
 
Assume that TSOs pay the shipping entity for cross-border nominations 1€/MW on each 
interconnector. Then example 1 results into the following transaction cost: 

50€(A->B) + 50€(A->C) + 50€(C->B) = 150€; 
 
Whereas example 2 results into the following transaction cost: 

90€(A->B) + 10€(A->C) + 10€(C->B) = 110€; 
 
Hence we observe that the solving of flow indeterminacy is not neutral with regards to the 
transaction costs which are borne by TSOs. 
 
 


